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PAINTING THE TOWN RED

PoliceSheritfloss

SI

Murray State University Police
• Theft of a camera valued at more than $300 was reported from
a resident's room at 12;47 p.m. Saturday. A report was taken for
theft by unlawful taking over $300.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Theft of medication was reported at 4:24 p.m. Friday at a
Lancaster Road home
• A stolen vehicle was reported at 1153 p.m. at an Almo Road
address. A report was made and entered into the NCIC national
crime database
• A vehicle was reportedly stolen at 9:15 a.m. Saturday from a
Third Street Extension home and found wrecked. Calloway
County Shenff's Department and Kentucky State Police worked
the case.
•Theft of a pressure washer was reported at 10.33 a.m at a U S
641 South business.
• Copper wire was reported stolen at 7:11 p.m from a Cook's
Store Trail asphalt plant. A theft case was opened.
• Guns and other items were reported stolen at 6146 a.m.
Sunday from a home on North Robertson Road. A seconddegree burglary case was opened.
• A bicycle valued at less than $300 was reported stolen at 10:50
a.m. from a West Wiswell Road home.
• Theft was reported at 11:11 a.m. at a Dowdy Trail Home.
• An accident wrth injury was reported at 8:14 p.m. on Ky. 121
North near Stella.
• Theft of checks was reported at 3:47 p.m. Monday at a Center
Ridge Road home. A case was opened.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Motorcycle rider
hurt avoiding dog
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger S rtmell
Workers with A&M Dry Wall of Murray have spent the past several weeks painting at Murray State University.
Pictured above,
Aaron Beard, left, and Brandon Duncan work from a swing stage near the top of MSU's
Sparks Hall. They said the painting of
Sparks should be completed in the next week. After that, they will start painting another building on campus.

•ATV accidents
From Front
Daniel Fitzgerald. 23, of Howling Green,
was killed when the ATV he Was nding left
a roadway near Princeton and overturned
several times lie was thrown from the %chicle and, although he was wearing helmet,
he later died at Caldwell County Hospital.
Kentucky law defines an ATV as "any
motor vehicle used for recreational off-road
use" which can include all three and fourwheeled off-road vehicles The law prohibits the vehicle from being used on any
public highways or the right-of-way of any
public road. Riders Are restricted from taking an ATV onto pnvate property without
the consent cot the landowner ATVs also are

• ••

banned from public property unless
approval has been obtained from the government agency with oversight.
All drivers under age 16 are required to
wear approved, protective headgear.
"I think it would be pretty smart for
everybody to wear helmet, but if you are
under 16 years old you have too. That's the
law." he said.
There are only tour exceptions to wearing a helmet or nding an ATV on a public
roadway: farming or agriculture-related
activities, mining or mining exploration.
logging, or any other business, commercial
or industrial activity
However those that do so must have a
valid driver's license and the trasel must be

restricted to daylight hours. A headlight and
two taillights are required and all rules of
the road must be observed.
Other regulations include crossing highways as close to a 90 degree angle as possible -- straight across after ensuring safe
passage — while nding the vehicle no more
than two-tenths of a mile over the highway.
Also, youngsters under age 16 are not
allowed to ride an ATV with an engine size
exceeding 90 cubic centimeters and youngsters under age 12 are not allowed to ride an
ATV with an engine size exceeding 70 cubic
centimeters.
"We want everybody to have their fun,
but we want them to do it safely," Marcum
said.

From Front
flowers; home-made breads,
cakes, cookies, and fried pies.
Also featured will be fresh
tilapia fish along with silver and
glass jewelry, wood works and
other craft items.
The public is reminded that
Fourth Street from Main to

•••

Poplar streets will be closed
Saturday from 5 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for both the car show and the
Hannigan Happening motorcycle event that will take place
nearby. Fifth Street will also be
closed from Main to Maple
streets and Maple will be closed
from Fourth to Fifth streets.

plus 6 months same as cash'
when you purchase any qualifying Trane XLi system between March 8 and June 30, 2007.
The revolutionary Trane CleanEffects TM is the first central air system that removes
up to 99 98% of the allergens from all the air that it heats or cools. And now
through June 30, 2007, you can get a rebate up to $1200 when you purchase one.
Isn't it time you expected more from your system?

Like Two Systems In One... Which Saves You Money!
Trane's X1.19i is like having two systems in one. On most days, it runs efficiently at
low speed for maximum savings But when its extremely hot, the unit switches to
the larger compressor to provide even greater comfort

Expect more from your independent Trane dealer.

1-888-872-6321
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Staff Report
A Murray man was injured Tuesday afternoon when he tried to
avoid hitting a dog and lost control of his motorcycle.
Mitchell Reeder. 25,of Hunter Drive, said he was eastbound on
Hickory Grove Road around 12:34 p.m. when the dog ran out in
front of him. The front wheel of his motorcycle went off the shoulder and he lost control and struck the pavement when he swerved
to avoid hitting the dog, according to a report from the Calloway
County Shenff's Department.
Reeder slid about 143 feet down the highway on the motorcycle before coming to a rest in a ditch. He was taken to MurrayCalloway.County Hospital in a private vehicle for treatment of
numerous cuts and bruises before being released, hospital officials
said this morning.

II Car show
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Soldier dies after accident m Fort
Campbell motor pool
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. (AP) — A soldier from the 101st
Combat Aviation Brigade died Monday after suffering injuries during an accident in a motor pool at Fort Campbell, military officials
said.
Spc. Crystal D. Bolling, /2, of Powder Springs, Ga., was an
ammunition specialist assigned to 1st Battalion, 101st Aviation
Regiment. She died in surgery at Blruichfield Army Community
Hospital. Military officials would not discuss specifics of the accident, citing an ongoing an investigation.
Bolling entered the Army in September 2004 and arrived at Fort
Campbell in March 2005. Her awards and decorations include the
Global War on Terror Service Medal and the Iraq Campaign Medal.

Smoke, but no fire at state Capitol
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Firefighters responded to the state
Capitol late Tuesday after receiving a report of smoke coming from
the second floor of the building.
Firefighters went to Chief Justice Joseph Lamberts office, but
couldn't find any sign of a fire, said Daniel Miller, battalion chief
of the Frankfort Fire Department.
Lambert was not in his office at the time the fire department was
called. The fire alarm system was activated, but the building was
not evacuated. No injuries were reported.

Vatican names new archbishop
in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Roman Catholic Bishop Joseph
Kurtz was named archbishop of Louisville by Pope Benedict XVI,
succeeding Thomas C. Kelly, who guided the archdiocese through
a tumultuous period amid a clergy sexual abuse scandal.
Kurtz, 60, served as bishop of the 50,000-member Diocese of
Knoxville, Tenn., since 1999. Before that, he was a priest for 27
years in the Diocese of Allentown in Pennsylvania.
Kurtz said Tuesday that he was eager to begin his new assignment, and said he was coming to Louisville "to learn, to listen and
to proclaim the word of God." The Louisville archdiocese covers
24 counties with more than 200.(XX) Catholics.
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Murray High mentor
program follows 3 R's
By SHERRY PURDOM
MISD Public Information Officer
Numerous mentoring measures have been
implemented at Murray High School to continue
practicing the three Rs of "Relevance," "Rigor"
and "Relationships," a profound statement expected of all students.
Teresa Speed, MHS principal, said Murray is
committed to building relationships based on
these three principles. "We support each of these
three Rs on a daily basis," she said.
All incoming, MHS freshman students will be
able to attend a freshman orientation at MHS on
July 20 from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. During this time
freshmen may pick up their schedules and locate
their classrooms and pay for their fees. (Fees are
established on class curriculum.)
Speed said during orientation the new programs
implemented last year, "zero policy" and "freshman mentoring," are explained to the students and
their parents.
"Since we implemented these two programs last
year, we have already seen major changes," she
said. "Through our zero policy, that requires students and their parents to sign a contract stating
they will not receive zeros on their homework and

in class assignments, we've already seen a 50 percent decrease in declining grades in homework
and in class assignments."
"If they do not abide by this and do receive a
zero then they are required to attend a four-hour
Saturday school." Speed explained.
Speed said there were some areas that the students tried to work around, however, she stood by
the policy that was already signed.
"Even after they have been assigned Saturday
school, the students will sometimes turn in their
assignments. This is great, however, they are still
required to attend the Saturday school."
Through the mentoring program senior students
are matched with freshman students to act as their
mentors. "This program has worked out great,"
she said. "It provides the seniors a chance
throughout the year to talk to the freshmen about
any problems, that includes grades and peer pressure, to offer advice."
Speed said she has also seen the volunteering
seniors who participate take a sense of pride in the
program. "Their attitude has been very genuine to
the incoming freshman and they take ownership in
the program and help these new incoming students feel at home."

USEC shares tumble after
New York Times report
CINCINNATI(AP)— The stock price of the nation's only company that enriches uranium for nuclear power plants tumbled on
Tuesday as it prepares to demonstrate an advance at a southern
Ohio plant that figures to play in a crucial role in its future.
USEC Inc. shares fell 10 percent, down $2.13 to $19.67 in afternoon trading, after a New York Times report that the company's
future is on the line.
The company's stock price reached a record $25.65 last month.
The low for the past year was $9.19.
The Times report said the company has liquidated some uranium
inventories to stay afloat, while also maintaining high dividends,
buying back stock and paying severance during frequent changes in
executive staff.
The company says it has been about a year behind schedule and
is going over its original budget on its American Centrifuge Plant
project in Piketon. Ohio, some 65 miles south of Columbus.

School districts drop lawsuit over
education sPending
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A coalition of state school districts
is dropping a lawsuit designed to force state lawmakers to spend
more money on schools. The Council for Better Education had filed
a suit in 2003 against the state claiming funding of Kentucky's
schools is "inadequate and arbitrarily determined by the legislature." But Franklin Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate ruled in
February that it was up to the legislature to decide how to dole out
the money, not the courts. The coalition filed a motion asking
Wingate to reconsider, but he denied it on May 30.
The council — a group of school district superintendents —considered filing an appeal, but backed away from that statement on
Monday. Council president Roger Marcum, however, added that
the group "will continue to lead efforts for adequate resources" for
state students and could seek further legal action down the road if
conditions in schools do not improve.
"Too many students are not reaching proficiency," said Marcum,
the superintendent of the Marion County school system. "(The)
results are especially inadequate for students from low-income
families, students from ethnic minorities, and students with disabilities."

Ag candidate charged
with menacing niece
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —
The Democratic nominee for
state Agriculture Commissioner
was arrested last week and
charged with menacing following an incident with his niece.
David Lynn Williams, 68,
was arrested last Friday after
threatening his niece, Glasgow
City Clerk Sheila Oliver after
Oliver told him documents
Williams requested through
Kentucky Open Records Law
were not available.
Williams had turned in a
written open records request to
Glasgow City Attorney Rich
Alexander on Thursday, looking
to find out how much Alexander
bills the city each month. Oliver
told Williams the city was not in
possession of the contracts that
Williams wanted. At that point.
Oliver said Williams accused
her of lying and became agitated.
"He got angry and kept getting aggressive," Oliver said.
—Then he waived his arm around
and said if I were a man he'd

knock me through that damn
door there."
Williams. who will face
Republican nominee Richie
Fanner in the fall election, said
he didn't do anything to threaten
anyone, but admitted he did tell
Oliver he would hit her if she
was a man.
Williams spent an hour in jail
before being released on a $500
unsecured bond under the conditions he not have any contact
with Oliver or her family and
that he avoid the city administration building.
Kentucky Democratic Party
chairman Jonathan Miller said
he'll wait until the case is adjudicated before making any conabout
clusions
Williams'
actions, but that if they are
proven true it is "unacceptable"
behavior.
Williams has a long and contentious history with local officials and often files lawsuits
against public officials and
members of the media.

Robert G. Fitch MAD
announces the opening
his
of office for the practice of
General Dentistry
1304 JOHNSON BLVD
MURRAY, KY 42071

270-753-1691

Blood [tank
needs A- blood

.

I hc Blood BAIA 41 M WI-4y Calloway County Hospital is:
experiencing a blood shortage.
of A-Negative blood and is:
looking for individuals who are.
willing to donate.
MCCH:
Blood Bank has new hours for:
drawing blood:
Monday:
through Thursday from 7 am.:
to 5:30 p.m. and Friday from 7:
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
•
A community blood drive:
will be held on June 20 at:
Poplar Springs Baptist Church:
from 5-8 pm., and June 27 at:
University Church of Christ:
from 5-8 pm.
A blood donor must be at:
least 18 years of age (or 17 with,:
parental consent), be in good:
health, weigh at least 110;
pounds, and pass the brief phys-::
ical and health history exam.,.:
given pnor to collecting the:
donation.
•
To make an appointment to:
donate blood, contact the BloocC
Bank at 762-1119.

Clarification
The Murray Ledger & Timer,
has received additional infor:.:
- mation concerning the wreck or:
a Calloway County Fire
Rescue truck Monday morning:,
on Ky. 94 East. The driver, Joe
Mishica, reported that he los.
control of the vehicle while trying to avoid an oncoming large
truck that was riding too close,;
to the highway's centerline,,
according to KSP Trooper,
Barry Meadows. Also, officials
at Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah report that Mishicahas been admitted and remain
in stable condition.
•

Town Crier

Photo provIded

Studying the CCHS Freshman Focus plan are Yvette Pyle, CCHS principal, foreground at
easel; clockwise from left, Jeff Gentry, parent representative; Jamie Miller, parent representative; Patsy Pittman, teacher representative; Beth Morehead, teacher representative; Damian
Loveless, teacher representative; and Kimberly Walls, teacher and SBDM secretary.

III Freshman transition ...
on a proper path for learning.
my primary concern was to initi"This will certainly create a ate a program that provided a
goal is a dedication to providing good opportunity to understand focus on our freshmen academirigor and relevance in the class- the high school setting and what cally without complete isolation
room while developing mean- it takes to graduate. It will also from the rest of the student
ingful relationships with the stu- be a big factor in helping them body. I believe this program will
dents."
to adjust socially. I am very achieve just that," she added.
Helping incoming freshmen pleased they have chosen to take "As presented to the council, it
achieve a successful transition this initiative," Hoskins said.
appears to have a perfect blend
from middle school is a major
Jamie Miller, one of two par- of freshman only core classes
component of the current ents on the SBDM Council for along with interaction with the
national high school restructur- CCHS, said, "I believe CCHS remainder of the high school
ing initiative, Pile noted.
Freshman Focus has a perfect population with elective coursCalloway County School balance of interaction with other es. Much attention has been
Superintendent Steve Hoskins grade levels but also focuses on placed on details such as classadded, "I commend Mrs. Pile freshman only core classes. rooms. locker locations and trafand the Site-Based Decision Close attention has been placed fic flow.
Making Council for taking an on classroom Sr locker locations
"Ultimately this should proaggressive initiative on this along with traffic flow to other vide an easier transition to the
project. This is an opportunity areas of the school. This pro- high school for our freshman
for freshman to make a success- gram should result in less stress along with a grade structured
ful transition to high school and and easier transition from the learning environment."
adjust again to being underclass- middle school to a high school
environment for our incoming
men."
He said the initiative will freshmen."
"As a parent representative
help to provide a good ninthgrade experience and set things for the CCHS SBDM Council,

From Front

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education is set to
meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
the board office on College
Farm Road. Retiring employees will be recognized at the
meeting.
The
Murray City
III
Council will meet in session
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at City
Hall. Agenda items include
the second reading of the
city budget and presentation '
of the tourism commission
2007-08 budget.
II A meeting of the Murray Independent
Board
of
Education has been scheduled for 7 p.m. Thursday at
the Carter Administration
Building. On the agenda for
the meeting is the proposed
sale of land adjacent to
Murray High School, selection of a board attorney.
planned construction work at
MHS, a teacher-staff hiring
update and an update on the
number of registered students.
III The Weaks Center
Board will meet in session
Friday at noon. The appointment of a new treasurer and
executive session for possible acquisition of property
are on the agenda.
• The Murray Calloway
County Park Board will meet
Monday at 6 p.m. in the
chamber of commerce conference room.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Buy My 25th Birthday Present Now

The Eagles, Kelly Clarkson,Phil Collins
and all of your favorites.
WOFC MURRAY

the office
1130am
Listen at Work.

Just ONE payment of $555.00 buys a $20,000
Life Policy which may be converted for
additional premium to a $100,000
Whole Life Policy when I'm 251
ni Amou:t
in:tif rs

GET WHEELS
WHILE YOUR CREDIT IlEALS

$5.000

$240.00

$7.500

$292.50

$10,000

$34500

$12,500

$39750

$15,000

$450.00

$20,000

$55500

GET A SECOND CHANaIRMI OUR FRESH START PROGRAM!

VCRTINT PROBLEMS
IVREPOSESSiONS

mamma
INVOICE
VcoLurnows
VTAX LENS
i'4144 efrwall
S/IST TIME BUYER
vironcu.osurt
•IP
CREDIT SPECIALISTS TODAY
CALL OR VISIT
INIVERSIT
ROO Chestnot $t Milroy
amalimmumg
" Toll Free 18661720-9363

IN...
54210

Cali Shelter Insurance'

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Pa),ment plans are available The Junior Special is a single premium level
term policy to age 26. From the Insured's 25th birthday to the policy's termination date, the Junior Special may be converted for up to five times the
policy face amount to either a Whole Life, Universal Life policy or any other
policy that Shelter Life agrees to issue at that time without proof of insurability. See policy for details

Policy L-096 4 m CO.KS, KY,
LA. MO,NV
Policy L-096.5 M MIL TP4
Policy 1,096.11 in IL
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Columbia.PM
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Sports History
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LASI week I wrote about the HIS 330 Spurts in Amenca
class that I recently taught as a Murray State summer school
course. Next week I will tell you more about the class,
including the gallery of wonderful guest speakers who shared
with the students their own wealth of sports experience.
Last week I included a -Top Ten List of Things the Course
1, Noe" but I failed to really explain "What the Course Is."
Murray State's Sports in America course,
offered every now and again by our
Deparunent of History, is a rigorous, upperlevel History elective. The course includes
demanding reading assigtunents, oral and
written student presentations, and mid-term
and final essay examinations. The course
requires intensive study of the rise of
sports in America from Native American
Indian games, to the age of folk games in
the colonial period, to the age of televised
Home and sports in the modern era. The course
requires cntical thinking and analysis of
Away
the cultural, social, economic, and political
By James
aspects of the sporting scene, and extensive
Duane Bolin
Ledger & Times study and thought on sports and race
issues, and sports and gender issues.
Columnist
OK sports fans. Have I ruined it for
you! I hope not, because the course is a celebration of
sports in America. The course is also a celebration of the
life of the mind and the world of ideas. We are simply
concentrating on a topic of extreme interest and relevance
and fun for a large number of Americans rand especially
Kentuckians). Sports!
I developed an interest in sports history out of osmosis. I
think. As a boy I spent hours studying and discussing and
trading baseball cards on my front porch in Dixon. Kentucky. Memorization of the batting averages. RBIs. home
runs, strikeouts, and earned run averages of my favorite New
York Yankees taught me the connections between sports and
ideas and facts.
My father took my brother and me to see Mickey Mantle
as he signed autographs at a Montgomery Ward store in Fort
Worth. Texas where we lived at the time. I promptly took
the signed baseball home and ruined it with grass stains
playing pitch in my hack yard I wish I still had that baseball today, minus the grass stains.
Playing basketball hack in Kentucky, often alone on the
concrete court behind the old Dixon Grade School, I tried to
imitate the picture perfect jump shot form of my hero. Rick
Mount. the sharpshooter of the Purdue Boilermakers, the first
high school player whose picture graced the cover of "Sports
Illustrated." I idolized the "blond bomber" and I tned to
learn everything I could about his background. I am embarrassed to admit that I carried a magazine photograph of
Mount in my wallet Anywas. Mantle and Mount taught me
Ow connection between sports and biography.
In the suniniers in between semesters at Belmont University, where I played basketball and majored in History. I
went with friends to old Bosse Field in Evansville, Indiana
to watch the Evansville Tnplets. the Detroit Tigers triple-A
affiliate There, in that historic old ballpark, the location for
the shooting of the film. "A League of Their Own," about
the All American Girls Professional Baseball League during
World War II. we sat along the third haw line, harassing the
umpires We S.ISS future big league stars Mark "the Bird"
Ficirsch and Kirk Gibson just before they were called up to
the Tigers After the game. we bought hot tamales from a
vendor, relishing what we knew to be d "historic expenence " Those game at old Bosse Field taught me the connection between sports and history
Once, on a weekend, during an autumn semester at Belmont. I went with my cast Tennessee teammate, Mitch Keebier, to a home Iisahall game at Ney land Stadium at the
Urns erstty of Tennessee There, we watched the Volunteers
play the LSI! Tigers before over 80.(X)0 screaming tans.
this was more than a mere game; it was a pageant, a
social extra% aganza. and from that game I learned the connection between sports and society
As a graduate student at the University of Kentucky
I
attended all of the home basketball games. the men', games
at Rupp Arena, and the women's games at Memorial ColiseUM
I also sat in lk
Bert Nelli's sports history class and
his History of UK Basketball course. I learned from those
classroom experiences the s;due of sport, as an academic
exercise
I tell you all of that, to try to relate how 1 Larne to
teach a class in sports history at MUrraS Sidle I hope to
teach it again soon, because it is such a rewarding expenence, rewarding for me at least. and I hope for the students
too
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A Memorial to Murder
Should anyone remain at
the real end of history to
chronicle a list of humanity's
worst systems for the benefit
of any left to read it, the
legacy of communism is sure
to be at. or near, the top.
That's why it is especially
appropnate that in Washington, D.C., this week a Victims of Communism Memorial will be dedicated.
With the fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989 and the quick
collapse of the Soviet Union.
many embraced the idea that
the world had become free,
or was headed in freedom's
direction. That one-quarter of
the world population
remained under communist
dictatorship in China seemed
of less concern than the dissolution of Soviet RUSSIA.
The Tiananmen Square
Massacre in June of 1989
reminded the West that communism was as deadly to
those who opposed it in
China as it had been in the
Soviet Union. But the West's
attention span is short and
mon American companies
were happy to do business
with China because our commitment to the bottom line
is stronger than it is to the
moral line.
Lee Edwards, the chairman of The Victims of
Communism Memorial Foundation (VOCMFt. has attracted bipartisan support for the
memorial. including Rep
Torn Lantos (D-Calif.f and
Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R Calif.), who are offenng

OUR
To the Editor.
Who could imagine something so small and insignificant as a home grown cherry
tomato could Measure the
character of one man... however, it was exactly what
caused me to pause and take
measure of Dr. John Querterrnous.
To say my first exposure
to Dr. John (JR) Quertermous was an eye opening
one would be a vast understatement. You we, I'm a
'Yankee' . "A Northerner,' a
hit more reserved and some
might say •up tight.' We
'Northerners' are not accustomed to such a personal
approach to life To even
consider 'dropping by' a doctor's office to inquire about
a family member's health
without an appointment is
'unthinkable.'
Health clinics today are designed for
the insurance companies and
large HMO's. Because of
this, patients rarely see the
same doctor twice. This
leaves you (the patient) harboring only a faint hope the
doctor is familiar with you
OR your medical history
I recently learned of the
restrictions placed upon Dr.
John Quertermous 11R front
ms father, a long time
patient I decided to read
the article published in the
Ledger myself to
understand the accusations
filed against him
While I concur that NO
ONE should be above the
Law We allUirte to 'play
God' with people's lives, did

remarks at
the dedication. It
comes on
the 20th
anniversary
of Ronald
Reagan's
Berlin
speech during which
Cal's
he famousThoughts ly
said,
By Cal Thomas
'Mr. GorSyndicated
bachev, tear
Columnist
down this
wall.'
The brutality of communism was quickly swept
under history's rug. in large
part because so many on the
left had embraced it as the
solution to humankind's problems. The memorial stands
as 4 rebuke to such twisted
thinking.
"The Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror,
Repression" by Stephane
Courtots, Nicolas Werth.
Jean-Louis Panne, Andrzej
Paczkowski, Karel Bartosek
and Jean-Louis Margolin lists
by country the number of
people murdered under communist regimes: 65 million
(and counting) in China: 20
million in the Soviet Union,
2 million (and counting) in
North Korea. 2 million in
Cambodia. 1.7 million in
Africa. 1.5 million in
Afghanistan. 1 million in
Vietnam, I million in communist Eastern Europe and
150.000 in Latin America.
In short, communism, an

evil ideology unlike any the
world has seen, is responsible for the slaughter of more
than 94 million human
beings. It tops all plagues,
natural disasters, crime, and
other political ideologies,
probably combined.
The VOCMF provided
some quotes that remind us
of the individual human cost
of communism. Anhthu Lu is
a Vietnamese-American, who
escaped his communist nation
as one of the 'boat people.'
He says, 'There is no hope
for a better tomorrow under
communism. One can only
hope to survive the daily
rounds of communist
shelling, or explosion into
the villages, the schools, the
markets. That is how I
remember my childhood, one
filled with fears, with
destruction and deaths. That
is what communism is all
about. terror, destruction, retribution."
When he visited Stalin's
'paradise,' the French leftist
writer Andre Gide said: "I
doubt that in any country of
the world. even Hitler's Germany, is thought less free,
more bowed down, more terrorized.'
Chinese philosopher Lin
Yutang spoke of the "little
terrors' of China: making
12-year-old children subject
to capital punishment, sending women to work in
underground coal mines,
harassing workers during
their lunchtime with threats
of prison — or worse — if

READERS
the staff reporter or government agency for that matter,
take the time to find out.
'Who is Dr. John Quertermous...the person?'
I agree •JR" is unconventional and 'may" have made
some poor decisions dispensing medications, but did anyone 'go outside the box' to
discover the reasons for his
actions .or do we only see
the 'black and white' of
what we initially see and not
look deeper.
For the article to state
(from the Kentucky Board of
Medical Licensure order)
...'Dr. Quertermous' approach
to the practice of medicine
falls short of the standards
of Kentucky. .review of nearly every aspect of care
shows the 'lack of basic
knowledge and the 'ability
to care' for his patients'
I beg to differ with you
and emphatically state. 'You,
DO NOT know Dr. John
Quertermous.• I hope the
people of this community
will stand up and support
'IR' because it would be a
terrible loss for the people
of Calloway and Marshal
County if he were unable to
continue practicing medicine
I believe the clinics
here up north... could learn
a great deal from Dr. John
(IR) Quertermous.
You see, it was 'JR'
-- who opened his office
doors to out of state family
members making himself
available for any questions
or concerns

they are late returning to
work.
While many Westerners
recall Nazi-run death camps
like Auschwitz and Buchenwald, few remember Soviet
death camps named Kolyma
and Magadan. True, Alexandi
Solzhenitsyn mentioned them
in 'The Gulag Archipelago"
as did Varlam Sjalamov in
'Tales from Kolyma,• but as
the late Swedish journalist
Andres Kung wrote, *There
are people who have still
not heard of these communist extermination camps even though the communists ,.
preceded the Nazis in creating such camps and killed
an even larger number of
people in their camps."
While the memorial is a
welcome reminder of man's
capacity to do evil, one
wishes that a similar structure were erected to remind
the world of leftist academics, clergy and journalists
who enabled communism to
survive by writing and
speaking lies about its true
nature. They were more than
enablers. They were co-conspirators and accessories to
murder. They, too, deserve to
share in communism's
ignominy.
Direct all MAIL for Cal
Thomas' to: Tribune Media
Services, 2225 Kenmore Ave.,
Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y.
14207. Readers may also email Cal Thomas at onseditors@ tribune.coin.

WRITE

— who would stop by
the hospital bed of a patient
who had been passed on to
an oncology specialist, therefore no longer under 'his
care,' every night to sit and
talk, relieving their fears as
well as those of family
members.
who drove to the
home of a patient who had
passed away to help console
the family and remember
good times, good memones...because he 'knows' his
patients.
— who quickly recognized a serious heart problem
during a routine physical that
could have resulted in a
fatal heart attack.
— who cares so much
about his patients, when they
do not show up for a scheduled test, follows up with
family or loved ones to discover the reason to ensure
they are not hurt, seriously
ill or alone in need of help.
— who willingly offers
his home and cell phone
numbers to family members
living out of state concerned
about their loved ones.
— who will 'give it to
you se eight' and not try to
avoid, Augar coat or maintain
s political correctness when
you want only honesty
regarding a prognosis or
treatment
— who actually 'listens'
as if he has all the time in
the work1...wbo KNOWS
your MINIC and 'who' you
are.

— who took this ski-

cal 'northerner" and made
them realize you should
never 'judge' by first
impressions, things may not
always be what they
seem...'listen' to the people
around you and "see' each
person for who they are.
Finally, it was "JR' who
had the time to visit a
patient, my mother, who was.
succumbing to bone cancer (
a horrific, painful disease)
and did not want to return
to the hospital for help with
her pain but •JR• took the
tone to sit down with her at
her kitchen table and with
his soft spoken demeanor,
cajole and ultimately convince 'Miss Beverly' to
return to the hospital ... all"
the while eating her favorite
home grown cherry tomatoes.
We are all guilty of going
through our daily lives, barely enough time in our busy
schedules to squeeze in what
needs to be done for ourselves and our families let
alone a 'stranger Of outsider.' Who has the lime'?
We have errands, commitments and responsibilities.
How could you possibly fit
more into an already full
day' Who has 'time' to sit
down and enjoy a home
•
grown cherry tomato.
I hope my doctor will
find that time but 'you' are
already lucky to have someone who does .. '1k'
Debbie (Berge) Piper
Lakeville Minn
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Thomas Lee (Tommy) Walker
Thomas Lee (Tommy) Walker, 58, Independence Church Road,
fltexter, died today, June 13, 2007, at 12:13 arm at his home.
Employed in the office of Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum, he was a former funeral director at lines-Miller and
Churchill-Imes Family funeral Homes and a previous owner of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. He served as coroner for Calloway
County from 1976-1988. He was a former president of Funeral
Directors Association of Kentucky.
A former commercial pilot, he was a board member for MurrayCalloway County Airport for many years. He was a former chicken
farmer and had served as chairman of the Life House Board of
Directors. A member of Hardin Baptist Church, he had served as a
Sunday school teacher.
He was born April 25, 1949, in Selmer, Tenn. Preceding him in
death were his father, Thomas Owen Walker, and one sister, Lynne
Jennings.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marilyn Wilson Walker, to
whom he was married March 23,1969; one son, Jamie Walker and
wife, Lynn Stanley, Murray; two daughters, Mrs. Traci Corbin and
husband, Capt. Michael, Springfield, Va., and Ms. Leigh Rains,
Dexter; five grandsons, Brandon, Aaron and Ethan Corbin,
Springfield, and Colton and Jesse Rains, Dexter; his mother, Mrs.
Minnie Lee Churchill Walker, Franklin, Tenn.; one brother, Ronnie
Walker and wife, Carol, and one sister, Mrs. Martha Anne Page, all
of Nashville, Tenn.
The funeral, with a time to be announced, will be at Hardin
Baptist Church with Bro. Ricky Cunningham and Dr. Greg
Eanvood officiating. Burial will follow in the McDaniel Cemetery.
Churchill-lines Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

James H.(Jim) Snifter
James H.(Jim) Suiter, 72, Parklane, Murray, died Tuesday, June
12, 2007, at 5:40 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
Retired from Brandon Motors, he had been
employed by Pepsi Cola for 24 years and by
Purdom Motors in Murray for 23 years. He was a
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his parents,
William Burk Suiter and Paula Ray Suiter, one
brother, Ray Stiller. and one sister, Nell Ramsey.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shelby Suiter,
to whom he was married Dec. 21, 1955, in
Calloway County; one daughter, Mrs. Kim Lyles
and husband, Steve, Reidland; one son, Craig
suite.
Suiter and wife, Judy, Murray; five sisters, Mrs.
Glenda Newsome and husband, James, Murray, Mrs. Annie
Chester, Mayfield, Mrs. Frances Carlton and husband, Robert,
Columbus, Ohio, Mrs. Lois Gibson, Farmington Hills, Mich., and
Mrs. Sue Vanortnan, Milan, Mich.; one granddaughter, Brittany
Lyles, Reidland; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Glendale Road Church
of Christ. John Dale and Rev. Mark Earheart will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home form 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer Society,
Relay for Life, att. Pat Latimer, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071

Ronald Robinson
Ronald Robinson, 62, Hazel, died Tuesday, June 12, 2007, at
8:15 p.m. at his home. Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in
charge of arrangements.

J.C. Collins
J.C. Collins, 69, Hwy.69 North, Paris, Tenn., died Monday, June
4, 2007, at Henry county Medical Center, Paris.
An Army veteran, he had retired from the United
States Air Force. He was of Baptist faith and a lifetime member of the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
He was married in 1964 to the former Gwendola
Nevada Upshaw who died in November 2002. One
son, Jay Dee Collins, died in 1981. Born March 18, 1938, in
Calloway County, Ky., he was the son of the late Woodrow Wilson
Collins and Verna Lavanda Reed Collins.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Melodi Lynn Arnold,
Calloway County: one son, Wendell Van Collins, Kentucky; four
sisters, Mrs. Lavanda Sue Raso, Waco, Texas, Mrs. Phyllis Arm
Perkins, Dexter, Ky., and Mrs. Esther Rose Mahone and Mrs.
Martha Lou Anderson, both of Murray, Ky.; four brothers, Richard
Eugene Collins and Charles Thomas Collins, both of Mayfield, Ky.,
Gerald Wayne Collins, Minnesota, and Wilson Dale Collins,
Fairdealing, Ky.; caregiver, Tammy Lamb, Paris; four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris. Gary S. Collier will officiate. Cremation will
follow. Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on
Saturday.

Mrs. Cozie Futrell Outland
Mrs. Carte Futrell Outland, 93, Gracey, died Tuesday, June 12,
2007. at 12:25 a.m. at Christian Health Center, Hopkinsville. Her
death followed a long illness.
A homemaker, she was a member of Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Jim Outland; one
grandchild, Jimmy Futrell; two brothers, Dick Futrell and Floyd
Futrell; six sisters, Lucy Hall, Lora Borens, 011ie Williams. Mabel
Nunn, Birdie Outland and Audrey Belle Cook. Born Dec. 18, 1913,
in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Charlie
Futrell and Betty McCoy Futrell.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Louise Askew and husband, W.D.. Herndon. Mrs. Elene Boren and husband. Lloyd,
Pembroke, Mrs. Hilda Futrell and husband, Ethell. Paducah. and
Mrs. Mary Sholar and husband, Clayton. Gracey: one sister, Mrs.
Katie Pearl Downs, Hopkinsville; eight grandchildren; 19 greatgrandchildren; 17 great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev. Roy Field and Rev. Brian Hall will officiate. Burial will follow in the East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Bertha Frances Gordon
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Southern Baptists support moderates
who fear rightward denominational shift
SAN ANTONIO (AP) —
Southern Baptists voted on a
motion backed by moderates in
the church who say they are
concerned about what they see
as a dangerous rightward shift in
their denomination.
Opponents said the referendum was confusing and shouldn't be viewed as a significant
statement
about Southern
Baptist identity. Results of
Tuesday's vote, taken at denomination's annual convention in
San Antonio, were to be
announced today.
The
Southern
Baptist
Convention — the nation's
largest non-Catholic religious
group — has offices in
Nashville, Tenn., where its executive committee meets.
Before the vote in San
Antonio, SBC "messengers"
heard arguments over a proposal
backed by moderates that would
affirm a doctrinal roadmap
called the Baptist Faith and
Message 2000.
The document lays out the
tenets of Southern Baptist
belief, but moderates say conservatives want the church to be
more restrictive.
At stake, according to some
in the convention, is the direction of the SBC nearly three
decades after its "conservative
resurgence" purged liberals over
the issue of biblical infallibility.
"I do think what is happening
is an attempt by many people —

I do not know if its a majority —
to say the pendulum has swung
far enough," SBC president
Frank Page said at a news conference before the vote.
The moderates, pressing their
case on blogs, argue that some
SBC conservatives have overstepped that document's reach to
exclude some Southern Baptists
— most recently, those who
practice
the
traditional
Pentecostal practice of speaking
in tongues. Some conservative
Southern Baptists denounce the
practice and believe seminaries
and other agencies should set
standards that prevent the hiring
of people who advocate speaking in tongues.
"This would reaffirm the
parameters of doctrinal cooperation for our denomination," said
the Rev. Benjamin Cole of
Arlington, Texas, who supported Tuesday's motion.
The
denomination's
International Mission Board has
enacted guidelines against
allowing future missionaries to
use "private prayer language,"
or to speak in tongues in private.
One moderate leader, the
Rev. Wade Burleson of Enid,
Okla., said whatever its outcome, Tuesday's vote would
leave hiring decisions in the
hands of the trustees of SBC
entities.
But he said it could place
pressure on those making hiring
decisions.

Malcolm Yarnell. a professor Chapman said. "We must not
at
Southwestern
Baptist make every doctrinal issue a
Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, crusade or a political football."
called the motion confusing and
Page, who was re-elected
unclear. He said most people
walking out of the hall after Tuesday to a second year as
Tuesday's vote were "good con- SBC president, used his address
servative pastors" who thought to the thousands of messengers
they were affirming the Baptist to urge the denomination to set
Faith and Message and reaffirm- aside internal differences and be
ing trustees' discretion in setting both "right and relevant" to
standards for hiring people.
revive languishing membership
"Ultimately, what you've got trends.
here is mass confusion," Yarnell
Also Tuesday, a proposal was
said. "I think we have this year
to try to discuss this theological- considered calling for a feasibilly to try to clarify how we're ity study into developing a
going to respond to this."
national database of Southern
During floor discussion, the Baptist ministers who have been
Rev. Dwight McKissick of "credibly accused of, personally
Arlington, Texas, who has pro- confessed to, or legally been
fessed to speak in tongues pri- convicted of sexual harassment
vately, framed the question in
or abuse." The motion was
family terms.
referred to the SBC executive
"It's really a simple matter,"
committee, which will report
he said. "Are we going to let the
parents make rules for the back with findings and a recomhouse, or let the children rule the mendation at next year's meeting in Indianapolis.
house?"
Some Baptists believe a dataIn an earlier speech from the
podium, Morris Chapman, pres- base would be redundant to
ident of the SBC executive com- background
checks
most
mittee, suggested that Southern churches already carry out, and
Baptist groups should be also
wonder how an accusation
required to seek permission
would be deemed credible. The
before adopting practices not
specifically described in the Survivors Network of those
Baptist Faith and Message docu- Abused by Priests, which has
been passing out leaflets outside
ment.
"We must come together in the convention center, supports
one spirit over the core beliefs forming an independent review
that we hold in common," to make that determination.

Don Herbert, TV's 'Mr. Wizard,' dies at 89
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Don Herbert, who as television's "Mr. Wizard" introduced
generations of young viewers to
the joys of science, died
Tuesday. He was 89.
Herbert, who had bone cancer, died at his suburban Bell
Canyon home, said his son-inlaw, Tom Nikosey.
"He really taught kids how to
use the thinking skills of a scientist," said former colleague
Steve Jacobs. He worked with
Herbert on a 1980s show that
echoed the original 1950s
"Watch Mr. Wizard" series,
which became a fond baby
boomer memory.
In "Watch Mr. Wizard,"
which was produced from 1951
to 1964 and received a Peabody
Award in 1954. Herbert turned
TV into an entertaining classroom. On a simple, workshoplike set, he demonstrated exper-

iments using household items.
"He modeled how to predict
and measure and analyze.... The
show today might seem slow but
it was in-depth and forced you
to think along," Jacobs said.
"You were learning about the
forces of nature."
Herbert encouraged children
to duplicate experiments at
home, said Jacobs, who recounted serving as a behind-thescenes "science sidekick" to
Herbert on the '80s "Mr.
Wizard's World" that aired on
the Nickelodeon channel.
When Jacobs would reach for
beakers and flasks, Herbert
would remind him that science
didn't require special tools.
"You could use a mayonnaise jar for that," Jacobs
recalled being chided by
Herbert. "He tried to bust the
image of scientists and that sci-

Don Herbert

We Help You
Weather Every Storm.

Herbert's place in TV history
was acknowledged by later
stars. When "Late Night with
David Letterman" debuted in
1982, Herbert was among the
first-night guests.
Born in Waconia, Minn.,
Herbert was a 1940 graduate of
LaCrosse
State
Teachers
College and served as a U.S.
Army Air Corps pilot during
World War II. He worked as an
actor, model and radio writei
before starting "Watch Mr.
Wizard" in Chicago on NBC.
The show moved to New
York after several years.
He is survived by six children and stepchildren and by his
second wife, Norma, his son-inlaw said. A private funeral service was planned.

r-MIRACLE REVIVAL
DO YOU BELIEVE?
June 28th, 29th, 30th & July 1st

To find out more about our homeowners insurance —
Call me... Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!

8 p.m. Thurs. thru Sat. & 10:30 a.m. Sunday Morning

Christian Liberty Fellowship

Dale Willis
201 N. 5th St, Murray
(270) 753-8485
dwillisadolhs-Insurance coo

ence wasn't just for special people and places."

Rt. 1551 in Shiloh From Murray take 60 East to 1551, turn left and
follow 1551 to church From Alma take 464 East, turn on 1551
Evangelist - Grant Horgan
Pastor - Richard Holt
For More Information Call 758-9258

L

Nationwide'

•On Your Side

Auto Nome life gintnes5
erabonende Aradual entrance Carnpany and difasesa Compel-nes Horne Offre
OH 43215-2220 5./05

All Area Bikers
are invited to register for

Hannigan Happening
June 15th, 16th and 17th

A graveside service for Mrs. Bertha Frances Gordon was
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev Bob Swift offiFriday: Factory Tours, Demo Rides and Seminar
ciated.
Friday Night Pizza Party & D.J./Karaoke
Pallbearers were John Howard. Layne Hendrickson, Glen
Gordon. Craig Gordon. Patrick Gordon and Kenneth Gordon,
Entertainment
gandsons.
Saturday: People's Choice Bike Show
Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrange
ments.
Saturday: Charity Poker Run
Mrs. Gordon. 94. Mayfield. died Sunday. June 10, 2007, at 7:55
p.m. at her home
Saturday Night: Dinner & Closing Ceremonies
She was a member of First Baptist of Mayfield, Mayfield
Sunday: Biker's Worship Service
Women's Club and Mentor Club.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Charles Edward
Gordon, two daughters. Janice Gordon Hendrickson and Joetta
REGISTRATION:
Gordon, and her parents, Bracie Knight Sr. and Mary Yarbrough
Hannigan
Motorsports,
4044 Hwy. 641 South
Knight.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Fran Howard and husband,
Friday, 8:30 am till 5:00 pm
Dr. Charles E.. Mayfield; two sons. Dr. Wendell E. Gordon and
Saturday:
8:30 am till 2:00 pm
wife. JoAnn. Benton, and Glendell Gordon and wife, Jane,
Wilcox.
Largo,
Mabel
Fla..;
one
brothMrs.
sister.
Smithland: one
Fee: $25 per person
er. Bracie Knight and wife. Glenda. Murray: son-in-law. Bob
Hendrickson, Benton; II grandchildren: 14 great-grandchildren.
Ai proceeds go Murray Lion Club im Sepinfirst prcsects
•
•

1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Sincc 1854
Don Jones Ind. Avg. —13352-5 + 57A
Air Products
78.% +0.08
AT&T. Inc.39.43 + 035
BB&T
41.29 + 0.14
Briggs & Stratton ._.......31 08 - 0.14
Bristol Myers Squibb —1937 0.48
Caterpillar
71.17 -Sit
Chelren Texaco Corp-88.85 +
Daimler (lurrler —N-99+ 0.75
Dean Foods
31 15 + 0.08
Exxon-Mohil
CA,+11.49
Ford Motor _. 11.45 + 0.13
General Electric --37.20 + 0.15
Gegen! Motors--31 74 + 131
GlaxaSmitliKline ADR .-51.61 • 0.43
Goodrich —_.—.56.25 + 0.23
14.16 + 0.04
Goodyear
HopFed Bank* —15.61 B 15.44 A
1 M
10238 + 014

Wel
1745+0.20
Kroger
+ 0.40
Mattel--_-___.25.80 40.08
5169+0.21
McDosakk
Merck
49.89 • 033
Microsoft
30.87 + 0.22
76-50 • 0.15
I.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc.
65.84 • 0.19
Pfizer. Inc
—25.98 .0,13
Regions Financial .---33.96 • 0.02
Schering-Plough --30.74 + 0.04
Sears Holding Corp ......17438 + 0.0'
Three ‘Aarner
40.05
tS Baocorp
13.99 + 0.14
53.24 + 0.40
LIST
We(Ptaa Inc —____assc.0.07
15al•Mart _______-49.15 +411A

HIWARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-11)
Ron Arent 1 Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753 3366 I 800 444.1854
Haas: 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. 14-F
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Gentry House is in need
of bunk beds for the familes

Jo's

Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The Gentry House, Inc., Emergency
Homeless Shelter is In need of bunk beds.
The beds are needed in order to provide a place for the children to sleep while
In the shelter.
Nancy Williams, case manager, said "At
the present time, we only have beds to accommodate families with two children. Therefore, the families with three or four children end up sleeping on the couch or
Boor."
For more information, call 761-6802.

Meeting to be Thursday

Interested persons are invited to attend the
annual meeting of Community Education on.
Thursday at 7:45 a.m. in the Mississippi room of Curris Cent
ter. Mbrray State University. Accomplishments of the year and
plans for next year will be discussed. Guests are invited to'
come and learn about the many ways Community Education.
impacts the community. For reservations call Jean Bennett,
753-4363.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Jones

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Frit
day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen Unit.:
ed Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured:
will be As One and Home Again Singers. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Bill and Gean Cherry

Sir and MD. Joseph R. Jones of 5(X) Eastgate Village. Louisvil
le.
Bill and Crean Cherry of Murray celebrated their 60th wedKY 40223, formerly of Murray, will be married for 65 years
ding annisersary on Thursday. June 7, 2(107.
on June 17. 2007.
Mr. Cherry and the former Cathenne Gean Sanders. were
They were married June 17, 1942
married in Corinth. Miss., with Plomer Futrell and Bobby MorMrs. Jones is the former Myrtle Parks. daughter of the
late ris as attendants.
Elben and Lithe Parks of Calloway County.
Mrs. Cherry is the daughter of the Rupert and Erie Sanders
Mr Jones is the son of the late Stanley and Louie Jones
of Puryear. Tenn. She worked for II years for the former
of Calloway County..
They have one son. Randall Jones. and one daughter. Mar- Roses Department Store of Murray and retired from Food Services of Murray Independent Schools.
sha Ann Rudolph. both of Louisville.
Mr. Cherry is the son of the late Frank (Crow) and Ethel
They hase four grandchildren. Kevin and Rhonda Jones arid
Cherry of Model. Tenn.. During World War IL he served
Dimly and Danck Doard. and five great-grandchildren.
with
the 13th Armored Division. A retired professor from Murray
State University, he served four terms on the Murray City
Council and served nine year. as mayor of Murray.
Their four children are Don Cherry. and wife. Linda. and
Pat Cherry. all of Murray, Cindy Halteman of Lawrenceville,
Ga.. and Dean Cherry and wife. lacqui. of Lake Forest, Ill.
Their eight grandchildren are Laura Cherry Alexander. Jenny
Cherry Jameson. Matt Cherry. Greg and Megan Halteman, and
Chad. Madison and Chloe Cherry. One great-grandson is Bray•
The Music Ministry of First don.
The couple celebrated with a family dinner at Tom's Steak
Baptist Church will present the
osmotic spectacular. "I Belies e House. Others in attendance were Gay Cherry Bertoli, Pam
Cherry Bowker and husband. Butch and daughter. Sarah,
it Anierica.- as A part of the
Al•
Freedom Fest 2007 with the Nashville, Tenn.. Bobby Futrell, Jenna Cregan and Megan Marprogram scheduled to be Mon- son.
day. July 2. at 7 p.m. at Lo%C11
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FUN & FASHION
By O.K. Kelley

Red Cross Blood Drive
will be Friday at Weaks
Community Center
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Murray Sewing tenter
Summer (lass Schedule
Starting June 12th

fenny Miller
Author% Hinkley
‘wirah Powell
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Three+Three Family Night
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All donations of food will
go to Murray C'alloway ('ounty Need Line. a community
and church cooperative ministry An average of 675 boxes
of food per month goes out
to families in need at Need Line
Timis Casey, Need Line
director, said "Come and have
fun, enjoy the music, spend time
with your family and save six
dollars and support your local
food bank all on three+three
night"

prorern

July 24th & 26th
now ow

Ando,'Registry & 4itt,

be Wednesday. June 20. starting at 6 p.m. If You bnng six
nonperishable food goods you
will get into fair free and receive
three dollars off the purchase
of an arm hand, a six dollar
sayings.
Another special treat on family night will he gospel singing
at the Fair Grounds in the Pole
barn from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m..
sponsored by Glory Bound
Christian Entertainment Min-

759-8400
lki-Air Shopping Center

To place an
ad call
753-1916
atix.ER Tows

'Movies in the Park' Friday

The third annual "Movies in the Park" will be Friday with
the movie being -The Gospel" starring Yolanda Adams, Omar
Gooding and Clifton Powell and festivities beginning around
7:30. This is sponsored by Harvest Land Ministries International. In case of rain the movie will be shown at the new
Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St. For more
information call the church at 759-5107.

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activitie
s.

Calloway Democrats will meet

Calloway County Democratic Party will meet Thursday at
5 p.m. at the Calloway Public Library. Preparations for
the
Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner on June 21 will be discusse
d.
All Democrats are invited. For more information contact,
David
Ramey, county chairman, at 759-9905.

Martin's Chapel event planned

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will be open today
from 2 to 5 for fellowship, prayer and viewing the special history book. Featured will be a DVD and also a new weekly
white elephant sale.

SS representative to be at library

A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Post 6291 will meet Thursday

Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce conference room. For information contact David
Foley at 753-5822.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 0469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of
Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-417
3.

WOW Lodge to meet Thursday

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursda
y at
6 p mat Ryan's Steak House.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making
Counsil will meet today at 3:45 in the media center.

Cooking range needed for family
Sam Hunt. director

of The Den of the Murray Youth Service., Center at Murray High School. has issued
a need for a
standard size kitchen range for a family with
two children.
Anyone having one to donate please call The
Den at 7536565. The hours of The Den at MHS are 8:30
a.m. to 3:3()
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonym

ous will meet each Tuesday and Thursda
y
at 8 p.m at 1628 West Main St., Murray.
next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-841
9 or 1-877-4472(X)4.

MHS Class of 1982 plans reunion
All members of

Murray High School Class of 1982
are
invited to attend an informational meeting
on Saturday. June
16. at I p.m at Los Portalos. Members
are encouraged to
attend to help in planning the upcoming 25-year
reunion. Plans
are currently underway to host a one-nig
ht reunion during
Labor Day Weekend. All members are asked
to attend to help
secure the date and also discuss the upcoming
30-year reunion.
Any information of classmates and their
addresses or e-mail
addresses can be sent to sherryp
urdomVmurray.kyschools.us.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Calloway County High

School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept. 1, in the
Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of
Murray State Univasiis If you are a member of this class,
or know someone who
is. please submit your information for free at
www.clasonates.corn
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at
cchsclassof137@hOtmail.com for
more details concerning the dinner and other
events that weekend
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Reed and VanLue

Dismore and Cleaver

Orr and Ralston

Mrs. Rose Reed of Lancaster, Calif., announces the engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Toi Lynn
Reed, to Michael Jason VanLue, son of Ronnie and Patty Kimbro of Murray.
The bride-elect is the daughter of the late Ivan W. Reed.
She is employed as manager of Citiftnancial, Cadiz.
The groom-elect is employed as an HV/AC app. master
electrician at Fourshee,- Cadiz.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 16, 2007, at 5 p.m. at
Lake Barkley Convention Center at Lake Barkley State Park,
Cadiz. A reception will follow the ceremony.
Invitations have been sent.

Dennis Dismore and Charlotte Dismore, both of Benton,'
announce the engagement of their daughter, Lacy Dawn Dismore, to Russell Lovett Cleaver, son of Max Cleaver of Murray and Bill and Kathy Nelson of Benton.
Miss Dismore is the granddaughter of Charles and Donna
Starks of Benton and Thomas Dismore and the late Wanda
Dismore of Calvert City.
Mr. Cleaver is the grandson of Freda Lovett and the late
Ralph D. Lovett of Murray and Hoyt Jr. and Kathryn Cleaver
of Almo.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is employed by Murray Pediatrics in Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed by Cleaver Construction in Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 30, 2007, at 6:30 p.m.
at the bride-elect's grandparents' home in Benton.
A reception will follow at the Annex Building at Walnut
Grove Church of Christ, Benton.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception.

Rick and Nancy Orr of Wichita Falls, Texas, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Robyn
Elizabeth Orr, to Benjamin Ralston, son of Jerry and Marcella Ralston of Glasgow.
Miss Orr is the granddaughter of the late Frank and Jane
Fitch and Ms. Inus Orr and the late Richard Orr, all of Murray.
Mr. Ralston is the grandson of Mrs. Juanita Tabor and the
late T.Y. Tabor of Woodburn and the late Chester and Emma
Lee Ralston of Hardyville.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University. She is employed at The Murray Bank.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and is a member of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity. He
is employed by Webster County High School.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 14, 2007, at First United Methodist Church, Murray..

IL Gifts

MI

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY !:10
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

— New Shipments —
• Perennials
• Hydrangeas

Rogers and Edwards

Jones and McNeely

Ricky and Kathy Rogers of Gilbertsville announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Amy Rogers,
to Brian Edwards, son of Mark Edwards of Paducah and Jackie and Tony Roth of Flemingsburg.
Miss . Rogers is the grandduaghter of Bill and Sue Ross of
Paducah and G.O. and Shirley Rogers of Hopkinsville.
Mr. Edwards is the grandson of Ann and Gene Edwards of
Paducah.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of Murray State University and is a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. She is
employed as a teacher at Southwest Elementary School.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and is a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is
employed by State Farm Insurance.
The wedding will be Saturday. July 21, 2007, at 6:30 p.m.
at First Presbyterian Church in downtown Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Rickey and Kathy Jones of Cadiz and Guthrie and Linda
McNeely of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marrage of their daughter and son, Vanessa Jones and
Chris McNeely.
The bride-elect is employed at Kentucky Lake Productions,
Murray.
The groom-elect is employed with Camden Rehab, Camden.
Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 25, 2007, at 5 p.m.
at Westide Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

IF YOU NAVEAN EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL 115 AT 153-1916
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The staff and residents at Fern Terrace
would like to express our deepest sympathy to
the family of Juanita Pritchett. She was an asset
to Fern Terrace and will be missed.
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The residents at Fern Terrace enjoyed
sitting by the campfire and roasting
marshmallows taking in the summer .,
air. This is just one of the many summer activities that take place at Fern
'Terrace Lodge.
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Chamber accepting nominations
to serve as members on board
Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce is currently accepting nominations for
board members to serve three-year terms. The
deadline for submitting nominations is by end of
business day July 11.
Board members help with policy and direction
in programming of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce through monthly meetings.
The Chamber's mission is to advance the economic prosperity of the area by partnering with its
members to provide representation, increase job
opportunities, encourage community pride and
improve the quality of life.

Persons making the nomination or being nominated must be a member in good standing of the
Chamber of Commerce. Chamber members are
allowed to nominate themselves for board membership.
Call the Commerce Center at 753-5171 to
make a nomination or have the nomination form
faxed or emailed.
The names of all nominees will be placed on
a ballot to be distributed and voted on by the
Chamber's current membership. Five top vote
getters will be the successful candidates of the
board member election and will be announced at
the Chamber's annual dinner on Aug. 9.
For additional information, contact Tab
Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at the Chamber.

'Highway Safety First' is theme
for summer travel season
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
nation's busiest travel season is
now underway. With expectations of increased traffic on the
Commonwealth's roadways this
summer,
the
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet(KYTC)
will carry a central theme to
newspapers, radio, television
and the general public across the
state this week: "Put Highway
Safety First During Your
Summer Travels."
"Gov. Fletcher has challenged us to do everything possible to make this summer one
of the safest on record for
Kentucky's roadways," said
KYTC Secretary Bill Nighbert.
"We are exploring every avenue
in an effort to stress to drivers
the importance of highway safety. Responsible driving takes
concentration and common
sense. Motorists also need to
plan their trips and allow for
possible delays in certain work
zones. This media campaign is
all about saving lives and preventing serious injuries."
The historic highway safety
measures enacted last year,
which included the primary seat
belt, graduated driver license
and quick clearance laws, are
improving safety on Kentucky's
highways. Fatalities were at a
five year low at the end of
2006,and so far in 2007 traffic
deaths are slightly lower than
they were at this time last year.
An aggressive maintenance
approach aimed at upgrading
the quality of Kentucky's high-

ways, coupled with historic
record investments for road
building, is greatly enhancing
the transportation infrastructure
in communities throughout the
state. The KYTC is expected to
surpass last year's milestone $1
billion investment. That means
that travelers can expect to
encounter a lot of construction
zones in Kentucky this summer.
-The safety of workers and
motorists in construction zones
is a top priority," said
Commissioner of Highways
Marc Williams. "While some
delays and closures are
inevitable. Cabinet engineers
and contractors are working
together to design projects and
schedules to minimize those
delays."
National statistics show that
40,000 people are injured each
year in work zone crashes. 85%
of those killed in work zones are
motorists.
The KYTC offers the following tips for motorists when they
approach a work zone:
— Expect the unexpected.
— Slow down.
— Don't tailgate. Keep a
safe distance between you and
the car ahead of you.
— Keep a safe distance
between your vehicle and the
construction workers and equipment.
— Pay attention to the signs.
— Obey road crew flaggers.
— Stay alert and minimize
distractions.
— Keep up with the traffic

flow.
— Schedule enough time
and call 511 or go to
www.511.ky.gov for Kentucky
traffic and travel information.
Knowing where the construction
zones are prior to the trip can
minimize frustration and delays.
— Be patient and stay calm.
"With so many people on the
highways during the summer
vacation period, it is important
in work zones and everywhere
else that all drivers exercise
more
caution,"
added
Conunissioner of Transportation
Safety Tim Hazlette. "Crashes
are preventable. That's why we
are constantly urging everyone
to buckle up, never drive
impaired, and observe all the
posted speed limits and traffic
laws."
Travelers will also find traffic, travel and tourism information at their fingertips in rest
areas and welcome centers
throughout the Commonwealth.
Each of those facilities provides
the Transportation Cabinet's
innovative kiosk machine. The
kiosk, which resembles an ATM
machine, also provides information about statewide weather
and area emergency services.
For additional highway safety information, please visit the
following websites:
•
http://highwaysafety
.ky.gov/
•http://511.ky.gov/
• http://www.kytc.state.ky.us/
traffic/trafficmanagementcenters.htm
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Upper elementary and middle school students from throughout the region are participating in
Robotics 2007, a special summer camp operated by Murray State University. Pictured above,
from left, are: Mike Epperson, camp instructor; Collin Ashton, a seventh grade student at
Murray Middle School; Jeff Slaton, camp instructor; and Jonathan Montgomery, a seventh
grade student at Calloway County Middle School.

Campers learn robotics
Special to the Ledger
The room buzzes with excitement as robotic contraptions
navigate around the floor. Using
ultrasonic sensors to avoid
obstacles or light sensors to
detect lines, these robot models
built with LEGO components
and operated by the new NXT
"intelligent brick" are capable of
high-level behavior.
The robots are being designed
and assembled by upper elementary and middle school students
participating in Robotics 2007, a
special summer camp operated
by Murray State University during the summer months.
Now in its 10th year, the camp
has attracted hundreds of youngsters who are interested in learning and applying cutting-edge
robotic concepts and engineering principles.
The camp operates with threehour sessions in the morning
and in the afternoon, for a fiveday week. Campers move quickly through a series of building
exercises and progress to fullfledged robotic programming in

the first few days. By the end of
the week, they are capable of
designing and programming
robotic models to perform a
wide variety of complex tasks.
Jeff Slaton, senior camp
instructor, has nothing but praise
for the LEGO materials.
"The new NXT system has
really captured the imagination
of our campers," he said. "They
have been able to master the
fundamentals very quickly and
move on to higher levels of
application. On top of that, they
have so much fun with these
engaging LEGO kits."
"1 like the many different
approaches campers can take to
solving problems," said Mike
Epperson, another camp instructor. "Each day, we give the
campers more and more difficult
problem challenges, and I am
continually amazed by the creativity of their robotic solutions."
"The camp stresses the importance of teamwork," adds Jo
Beth Robertson, an assistant
instructor. "We ask the campers

to work together in pairs on their
robotics projects, and celebrate
what they can accomplish
together."
This year, the camp has a special volunteer assistant, Mika
Yoneda from the University of
Toyama. Yoneda is very interested in the use of technology in
education, and hopes to help her
university set up a similar robotics camp next year in Japan.
Camp director Tom Lough
said, "Since 1998, the robotics
camp has come a long way. We
have always made use of the
LEGO products, but the new
NXT system is a huge leap forward. We appreciate the support
and encouragement of the university as well as the camper
parents, and hope to continue
this exciting program well into
the future."
The final summer session of
the camp is scheduled for July 913. Space is still available for
future camps, it was reported.
For registration information.
contact Janeen Winters at 8093662.

* M * * ********

First Baptist Church - Murray, KY

I BELIEVE IN

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
Monday,July 2, 2007
7.00 PM

AMERICA
Patriotic Spectaculai

To be presented at Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of Murray State University

(Pleasefollow the numbered steps to place your I BELIEVE IN AMERICA
free ticket request.)
1. Name
Address

Phone

City

State

Zip

SAT., JUNE 16TH — Beauty Pageant
MS11 Corrit Castor BsIlrum • 7 pm • $5
TUES., JUNE 19TH — Horse Show
GrosiittosIt • 7p.• $3
MED., JUNE 20TH — Treater sal Uwe Mower Driving Cutest
Cris/stasis • 7 pm • Fres
Family Night sad NoteHies Discount Night
THUR., JUNE 21ST — Flat Trask Motorcycle Reel
Grasdesalt • 6 mi • $3
Dwayoe Spew — Live Performance &sauteed,
FRI., JUNE 22N11 — Segercreet Notereyele Rue
Trsei • 6 pm • $5
SAT., JUNE 23RI — Demolitlee teriy
arse/stash • 7 pm • $5

Bells City Amessiesat
Jess 19-23 • Nightly 6 pm
Armisetio - $15
- $3 Nightly

CuedImistiee

2. NUMBER of tickets requested (limit 10 per family please)

3. INCLUDE A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
If this envelope is not enclosed, then the tickets cannot be mailed.

Mail ticket request form to:

I Believe in America 2007
First Baptist Church
203 South Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071

Reservation requests will be filled in the order
in which they are received.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY.
No telephone orders can be accepted.
If there are problems in receiving tickets, please call 270-753-1854
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. after Sunday,June 24, 2007.

VISIT MCCFAIR.COM FOR MORE DETAILS.
Please order only those tickets which you require
so that others may have the joy of attending. Thanks!

28 • Wednesday, June 13, 2807
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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City of
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lielloquent 2004 Taws

PEPSI MIDAMERICA1

Tax hens have been filed with the Calloway County Clerka ifnce against the (following named persons or properties Total amounts ino ude 1070 penalties

Bill No

Name
Anderson. Harold

S.
16
111
35
50
52
53
54

Crawford. Kevin & Mehaaa
Crutcher, Samantha & Timmy Sono
Darla. Christopher
Dick. Stanley
Dirk. Stanley W
Dick, Stanley W
Garland, Jimmie Row
Margaret & (loves Kendall

$30260
CU 00
$680
$27 50
$80.60
$297 00
$3600
$7984
$38600
$22 00
$13750
$330 00
*936
$165.11
02.1
$22
$11

Hudson, Edward I.
Kendall. Monica Al Al.,
Lowe. lAndell W
Lowe Rarity k Melinda
Martin Leonard I.
Moore 11074,w
ttma n Ksthen
lAttenan, Tinaith)
Provine Chriatopher
Reibiuola Mar
ft34.414,I, Brian
Rogers. Howard L Jr
&mere. Jimtn. & Nan.
Sons, Kandy & Heather
Tharpe. Janie K
Todd. Sandra
Vann.. 'harlea T

229
233
235

247
17.1
179
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DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprtses
may be lust the place
kir you! Full time posi
'wins available
Apply at
Martial Arts America
'413 Okve Blvd
Murray, KY 42071
1701753-6111

753-1752

42025
(270) 527-5088
kytnhrmgropepsimidamorica.com
41 FAIdATOrkilli Is an E uai
unit Em

Henry County Healthcare Center is seek
ing LPNs & CNAs for our skilled and
long term care facility. The positions are
full-time and pan-time with flexible
schedules available. Interested candidates
must be licensed or certified by the State
of Tennessee. New grads welcome.
We provide a sign-on bonus and an excellent benefit and salary package including
health, vision, dental, and retirement.
Interested candidates should send a
resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242731-644-8472
cowen@lionc-tn.org
Leual Opportunity Employer

The Place to
Murray

Ledger & Times

La
WIN
GALLOWAY Gardens
& Essex Downs Apes
accepting bids for
resurfacing parking
lots 1505 Oruguad Dr
753-8556
ITEMS in Unit 10.
Boggess Self Stomas
1465 St At 121N
Murray will be sold
June 14 at 4PFA

COOKS, pop cooks
hisser 40fV0fli Apply
in person Dumpen's of
Murray. 305 S 12th St
Murray
No phone
cells please

DISCLAIMER
When

11,

eviang the

help
art •1/441110i,

w(+page at
111411TA 41ClIgel 0511,

New
BLUEGRASS Gardwns
Dayidy Farm
6804
Crossland Rd

• will he ',does ted
ro p4'eviws& so
Ks .klault
and I... al d d.
.441111,U 46

Murray

I 783S) Wad -Sat 10
4 30 pots $250 & up
wets blu•grassgar
dens net
COW lo tehme Ise
Iles bloom
WOO Inn Da ylity
Nursery
546 Magness Rd
Hardin KY
Mon -Sat
8Akt4 304'SA
437-4015 703 7069
WO new varieties
FREELANCE,
Photography
Females, wotadIngs

reunbone
270-210-4173
HOFIAEBACK riding
lessons E xpenenetei
retrucear greet hors
es No espenence nor
weary 270-2279020

FOUND FernMe doo.
mediun wee long Ism.
no WC ooker mired
colors. on 121N dump
Worm In 293117$.
7534064
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DRIVERS A steady
lifestyle! Top pay great
benefits! No aspen once" No problem!
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818 eat 150
EXPERIENCED anti
wanted. Days
only Must weak weekends Apply in person
before 2Pfe No phone
calls
Hungry Beer
Restaurant
cook

FULL OR PART lime
nousekeepmg. Murray
Plaza Motet API* 04
person after 6 OOPM
FULL time assistant
manager
positions
available in Murray and
Cadiz High sceool
diptorna or egunraiont
required Training pro
Med Mame apply el
the
Murray
Cast
Express location 310
N 12th St
270-753-1809

Now hinng an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
sen ice existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Indis olual must possess excellent oral, written and intetpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1840-T
Murray, K1 42071

WAREHOUSE UTILITY
POSITION AVAILABLE

I hues include picking and processing urdere recriv•':

11 tint tune ani;
iarestnyt. regarth00
the %tuna* area
li•ting. MAN yuis

h

unloading

inventory maintenance
forklift experience.
-.lid driver s lkenve, light to moderate lifting, vom;,uite quIli Must be self motivated and negro',
wages & benefits'
`send Resume to: P.O. Bel 12.1. As,KY 42020

Positions Available For
CNA In Paris Area

FULL time poson
now open tor lini
changer yr/mechanical
knowledge Economy
Tire 753-8500

Contact

Volunteer Home Care
866-622-0017

JACKSON PURCHASE ACA
Position Opening for:

and

kequiremenh for the positive are

Tirne• ileaur ugh I
Us

HOW does 2-3 hours a
day for extra pay & no
weekends sound to
you" USA TODAY has
openings for independent delivery persons
working early morning hours in the
Murray & Mayfield
areas Applicants must
have good credit &
reliable transportation
To apply, please call
our 24 hour hotline at
1 -888-854-6475

Needed

•

A child needs you!
Become a foster parent, up to $36iday
WKUMFS
270-4439004

HELP WANTED
time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
$9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or

Part/Full

DRIVER WANTED

1111‘ l• Vs. 51)51 fel 1111 511 \

Start

lo or

LPN & CERTIFIED
NURSE ASSISTANT

$ee'
$192
6159
Sib
$14010
$137 50

hie

Tate.

Apply Today I
Attn: Uwe Rarnago
1531 US Hwy 4541 N Benton, KY

$211
$21rZ

%loom 1; H
Wincheater. Mit harl Ste,en
Yearry I 'arrte

CFO
177

AM or Pil_Merabandtains_Pasitiorl
Pepsi MelArnenca is seeking local enthusiastic individuals to
work at the store level and help build customer relations Job
requires maintenance of in-store shelf space. inventory and
displays Jobs require own transportation and requires lifting ol
20 tbs Must work some week-ends arid nights
TarrlInerillalaa 11,
8ra•snMthql
Pepsi MiciAmence is accepting applications from qualified carididates
for a full time position in the Wakes muomMon of Pepsi products with at
least 2 years of sales experience Bachelors Degree preferred
•
OPEN INTERVIEWS!
Monday-Friday 9AM-411294
Saturday SAM-NOON
At Papal kliklArriarlc• orro offer 401k, Darftried Pornsion Plan. Hooith
insurance, Paid Vocation, and opportunity for advancornonti

$82 50
$9900
$41 25
$164110
146 75
9247 50

Crass. Carolyn
Cr.Michael & Swa anent

T.1.14

Murray. KY

Amount Due
111 00

d
Hell. William it Laura
Burkhart. Timothy T
Cathay, Charles

60
el
62
96
124
125
136
149
150
153
169
197
196
206
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MARKETIN(; ASSISTANT

\

\I
• H S Degree in Marketing.(
Buunes. Adrrunixtratien re related held
• Eecellerm Loinputer
froltilfrid
• 15040F011 kaaled in Mayfield. Kentucky
• Salary commensurate with education and
C xperesee

oti.!

%Winn!

P.1). Bits MSc
•Iiirr.n.K1 4211'1

krictications will he taken horn Tumday, lffi,
12 through Tuesday. June 19 at the At
ednunistrefise Office located at 124 I .,
Broadway. Mayfield. Keanocky or at
Employment Services Office,w.1 at 119 s
Street. May field. Kentucky The Emplorni
Sems.-r% Office is open MondayflNieedey
am to
/0 pm Wederidayfibunday
am
10 p
wid i-ridey 7 10 ens in I: !
pm 11w ACA Office st ogles Monday durioxi‘
Friday ROO a m to 4 10 p et

Registeied Nurse needed for new and
propmenve Oft/GYN Practice in a
new facility. Experience preferred.
Excellent benefits and wage!'
Please send resume to:
PO. Box 1040-G
Murray, KY 42071
or e-mail resume to:
a&f h.primarvi•aremmicentersconi

111401- sMUM ATI% V ACTION 1114PU3V
11

It Ill "I 11)1'
\i
A
Shift
Training on Day Shill
Benefit. include:
• Alf cOnditionett shoe
• Paid acations
• h Paid Holidays
• Company Paid
Employer Insurance
• 4111K Plan
Send resume it apply at
Mayfield Machine
& Tool, Inc.
.1)7 Old Pryursterg kJ
PO. Box 738
Mayfield, KY 42066
270- 241-0501
LOCAL
established
business seeking fulltime receptionist/customer service f130 Must
have excellent people
computer and typing
skills
High school
diploma required Send
resume to P0 Box
1040-C Murray. KY
42071
NEED
immedrately!
Carpet layers helper.
Apply at Joe Smith
Carpet 753-6660
NOW taking applkaHone for all positions
and all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Delve-In. 217 S 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone cells
PAINTING ter-tractor is
recruiting experienced
professional ioumeymer peonters Must
have 4-ye5rs proles
lanai painting expo°
'nos Position includes
benotat plan including
Haan. Retirement
pad vacations To
apply cal 753-6695
leave worm MOM**
No walk in applicants
accepted This company a an equal opportunity employer
RYAN'S Steakhouse
now hiring hot time.
cold time. bakery. display cook &diuti. Pan
iline I lull erne portions, apply wn

VISA

150
Mop Wanted

Mines
For Sale

PRECISION Tooling
Products. LLC
Mayfield, KY
Growing CNC Shop
looking for qualified
Machinist. 5 yr mm.
experience No Calls
please Mail resume:
3181 State Route 121
South. Mayfield. KY
42066
Email ttunonOPTPMFG.corn
SKYLINE
Communications is
now accepting applications for cabling technicians Must be 21
years old, have valid
dnver's license & willing to travel. No experience necessary.
Benefits available.
270-227-0396. 270293-6390, 11 no answer
leave message.
SONLIGHT is seeking
a window cleaning
technician to work lull
or part time. Must have
a clean dnving record.
Experience with ladders (comfortable with
heights)
a
plus
Opportunity to work
outdoors. $7 hour to
start.
Send
bnef
resume to P.O. Box
1521. Murray, KY
42071.
YARD Foreman needed Previous experience preferred Apply
in person at Myers
Lumber Co . 500 S 4th
St Murray

BAB YSITTING
'600 am- 6:00 pm
•Mon-Fn
*Lunch is provided
293-3682
Ask for Tisha

2 mausoleum crypts in
Memorial
Murray
Located
Gardens.
inside the Chapel at
eye level and are the
last available spaces
inside the Chapel.
Valued at $12,500 for
the pair Will sell for
$10,000.
270-753-5819

Calloway County
'ictorial History &
Family History
Books
159-4938
753-2350

GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down! You/
land or family land
731-584-9429 Ends
June 15
New Listing-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2
lots
All for under $70K
Contact Mike Conley
Olive Branch Auction &
Realty
270.293 3232

NICE 2 bedroom
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2 mobile home.
GAMES Now sold/trad- 753-9866 or 293-8385
ed at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
$110 per month. News
SATELLITES
homes only. 492-8488
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs. home entertainment centers, TV 1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets.
carts, surround sound. Leave a message 270coax. HOMI & compo- 753-1970
nent cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite 1 bedroom apt,
506-J N. 12th St. 759- $250.00, S. 6th St
(270)761-2907
0901
WEIGHT bench with
1 OR 2br apts. near
leg attachment,
downtown
Murray
weights, bars, and
starting at $200/mo.
dumbbells, all in excel- 753-4109.
lent condition. $300.
1BR furnished or
(270)293-6771 Leave
unfiarnished,low utilimessage
ties, no lease request
WHITNEY
Piano, no
pets. $245/mo.
$350 Wheels for '99
753-3949
Dodge Durango, $40.
Computer
armoire. lEiR near MSU, other
$200 293-5134 any- locations available,
time. 759-0083 after appliances. Coleman
5PM
RE 753-9898

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

NON-SMOKING mother providing child care
for all ages Please call
227-6069

UPRIGHT
freezer,
works good, Kirksey
area $10000.
293-2557

Carmiess

Aragon

2BR 2 full bath on
quiet dead end street
Enclosed garage,
1.300 sq.ft,
S575/month, $575
leposit 759-1490
28R apartments available. Great location 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
duplex, nice,
CM/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR

lilDM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
fixable cars truci.
vans tractors far-

.

construction
equipment AT\,,

campers motorliotrailers ilmoct

,
•

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks end
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray
GOOD used refrigerators, elecinc ranges.
got heelers, air condiboners,
baseboard
heaMrs. Used carpeting 753-4100
JUNK care & trucks
Cal Uirry 753-3633.

MIN
Far Ille
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 see
low. 1 etre 8 blue $154)
sad') 270-492-8814

ANTIQUE
Lovers:
Lillian Russell 5 piece
mahogany bedroom
group. $4.000.
Jenny Lind 4 piece oak
twin bedroom group.
$1,800. 270-247-3139
270
llobaillimes For Sal.
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5.000
down $645 money 1
acre Murray area.
753-1011
1987 Schultz 14x64
with a 7x21 till out. 38R
28A, all appliances
included
Must be
moved. $6.000 0430
293-7257 or 227-3930
2004 CLAYTON 16x80.
vinyl Siding shingle
roof, 38R. 2 bath, like
new.(270)489-2525
94 Fleetwood.
16x130 on 1 67 acres
(270)293-1974
FOR sale by owner
on 1-acre, 573
Ponenown rd, near
Wildest Beach, sold as
rs. ailing $28,00o,
questions contact
(8501345-0603

2BR near MSU. CAVA.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR. washer, dryer
quiet
dishwasher.
neighborhood, no pets
$475 month 753-0919.
293-1669
3BR 28A duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9896
4BR 2BA, all appi:ances, central H,A
Coleman RE 753-9896
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica tions for 1 & 2tar units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12am TDO No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
RED OAKS APTS.
SPecief
$100 Deposit
1BA $325
2881 $375
Call Today!
753-0944.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
snc Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 421171
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
Orle and Two Bedroom Apartment%
Central Heat and Air
ell rising Applications
Office liourc 8 a.m. 12
p.m. to 4 p.m.

0

I

NI
n•

1BR, various locations.
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

CLEANING for Homes
Of Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

Ti

Murray Ledger &'Dimes

CLASSIFIEDS

MOVING SALE
280 Tom Taylor Trail, off of 641S
before midway, 2nd house on
right next to body shop
Friday & Sat 8:00-5:00
All good furniture, new trundle bed, almost
new roll top desk, solid oak table & 4
chairs 2 coffee tables, 2 hard rock maple
end tables, new high back office chair,
small appliances, excellent condition sofa
sleeper small drop leaf 3 chairs, misc
320
Amends For Rant
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
38R $42500
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
• 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056
340
Houses For Rent
NICE 38R 2BA with
carport. $650. Lease,
no pets. 753-7457,
227-3054
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

ear
ray
mo

-A Beau Place to Store"
Hwy 121N. across from
National Guard Armory
270-759-5555
NEN% UNITS

380

same
AKC white Boxer puppies $350. 761-2785
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
FATHER'S day special'
rare Blue Merle Sheltie
puppies.
(270)345-2627
GREAT Pyrenees puppies, AKC registered,
excellent
parents,
ready soon. 753-5371
iiwew.freewebs.com/c1h
leh
390
Unsex* & Supplies

4-1/2 acres & doublewide. 5 bedrooms 3
baths, shop & other out
building.
489-2450,
243-8035

lloi
Any Location.
Any Condition
,...s.creutis vitro'seri:4%ols ersasim

270-761401

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

753-3853
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 Of 753-7536.
PENNY Mini Storage
OX15 units 0 $35
VISA/4C
270 293 3232

an
ryer
quiet
pets
I 19

PREMIER
MiNISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

fireoom
9898
pp
SVA
9898
,ca units
err
ne

Equal
ity

3 unit rental. 502 S
6th St. $60,000
(270)761-2907
CoH
liP
roorical
i Prop. For WA
OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905.
293-1480
UNIVERSITY Square'
1300 sq. ft to 4500 sq
ft CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors
753 1492
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Maple, 4,000 sq.ft. or
can be dhnded. private
offices,
restrooms.
counter space, cabinets, conference room
270-978-069e

071

283

I.

Hill Electric

2,200 square toot brick
home. 3 large bedrooms, 2 bath, walk in
closets, nice subdivision, fully remodeled,
Mimosa Lane.
293-4749

Boas &thaw

75 -95 2

BOAT
INSURANCE

4364807 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, etc. Insured.

380 28A home with 2
car garage located at
2100 Carol DT., Murray.
Quiet neighborhood,
excellent
condition_
Asking $139,000. Cali
for details 270-7536390 or 270-293-7999
BRICK 38R 28A corn
pletely renovated &
updated home close to
MSIS. Large 1 acre lot
nicely
landscaped
including fruit trees,
12x16
workshop
w/attached
greenhouse All new appliances $105,000 Call
227-9394 for details.
IM ‘11 1)IA II
1)1 It I RI III I!

380
Pats &Supplies
German
AKC
Shepherds
from
Hickman
Kennels
German
Excellent
import bloodlines for
working and protection
731-352-2894 or
731-415-1846

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as
amended,
which
makes it illegal to
advertise any prefer
ence, limitation, or dis
cnmination based or
race, color, religion,
sex. or national Onqin
Or an intention to
any such preferer.,limitation, or discrimination This newspaper will not knowingly
accept any adverts/rig
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis'

ss
cols suit er... 11111
127111-61-ii()%lf

iS

PRICE REDUCED!
New
construction.
1086 Robertson Rd.
4BR 2-1/2 bath. Over
3,000 square feet
under roof. 1-114 acres,
city utilities. Call 270293-2512
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREET

Aulo Pots
VW 1600 engine & lots
of other VW parts
$750.00. 753-7581 or
210-4016

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
'94 Caravan 3.0 motor
& rebuilt trans '95 350
30 over fresh rebuilt.
'86 Chevy PU 305. Can
install. 293-2557
Sport Ullety *Melee
1995
Nissan
Pathfinder,
170,000
miles, good condition,
new tires, $2,500.
293-7491, 210-1612
490
thel Cars
2006 Chevy Impala,
241< miles, under factory warranty, V-6, silver,
4dr , great interior,
$16,500,
270-227-4402
•914 Lincoln 'limn
Car. minl condition
52.000 miles. local
car. Price reduced

270-767-9144
270-519-X644
'98 Neon. 85,000
miles Great engine,
Alpine stereo, new
tires. 54.000 OBO.
759-0619
'95 Saab 9000CS.
Runs great. $3,900
080. 978-0742
1985 Plymouth Reliant
7534747

FOR sale • duplex in
Murray, $99.000
293-1446
LAW Property
LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1 sAC-S34,900
$195/MO.'
W/FREE Boat Slips,
Unbelievable
Deal(
Nicely wooded lake
access property in
brand new Premier
development
on
Kentucky Lake Paved
rd
urg utas Prime
waterfronts avail CaN
now 1-800-704-3154.
x 1233

10+/- acme in terkeey
area. Wooded. Ovule.
Includes uteities, wee,
septic. gravel pit. COO
subdrvide Call
(270)489-2979, leave
message

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.STII STREET

753-3500
KAYOT pontoon 28
100HP
Johnson.
Needs carpet, no trailer, $2,000. 270-4366229. mobile 615-6318151
1990 Suncnnser 20 tt
pontoon boat with
48HP 1995 Evinrude
outboard Seats 8-10
Good
condition
Includes trailer. $6000.
Call (270)759-1600
x102 days, (270)4362983 evenings
1989 Crappie Bomber
classic 227-2852
530
Services Oftonsl

Since 1986
24 Noun uavsca
Res., Corn., & Ind I
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
gunk & tree work.
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair, tune-up specials 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks. Hauling, clean up gunk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY MILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
DOZAi wort & Track
hoe
It I NI I si.is.ititig

:
-ii.-

NADEAU'S
Construction
-Flooring -Decks
*Vinyl siding •All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
CIISTOM MIUDOZING
0-6 H, 1211 blade
Clearing, fence rows,
underbrushing, ponds,

CARPENTRY

General Contracting

FREE

Commercial 1 Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE

489-2689. 293-6073

CATHY'S
wallpapering, Painting,
Cleaning. 270-2276606 731-498-8904
CHASE & Mike
Stockwell's Metal
Roofing & Vinyl
Siding, 759-1085.
227-6238

AFFORDABLE

Calhoon Construction, 11C

i. MM.

I i

293-4954

5.30

II \I CS 1-VV+11
MAN ACFNIFN

I reuse's
Services, Inc.

Tree Maintenance

• weekly & specod
awned/operated
7594151 • 293-270
293-2784

Ron Frame, Jr.

Houston Qual it
Constructiiii.
ISi •

experience
Greg Renfroe
278-2134371*

Res.: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied."

I I 110If

Brent Houston
270-474-1881

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

JOE'S JOBS

Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
1-270-705-3555
Yard mowing starting in
the city at $15 a yard &
pressure washing. No
odd jobs too smallFree
estimates.
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916
227-8575 Dirt Cheep
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush trim
ming, gutter cleaning,
spring cleaning
&
much more

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

litelwIl Bro.
Pa% ing
759-0301
753-1537

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service All external
cleaning. Vinyl, fences,
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roots.
decks.
293-5438

SW
I° 1\ HNC,

'IRAN'IS
ASPHALT
Pav jug..
eating
&lljiiljiitt
ltINS 1114.%%I..

270-753-2279
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

1997 GMC customized
Van 293-3742
500

2004 Ford F150 6cyl
manual trans, 211<. tow
package 59.900080
7-7859
1994 Dodge LWB 4WD, white, 134sooc.
good condition, power
everything, good tires.
runs good. $3,500
MO 759-9924
1993 Ford Ranger. 4cyl , 5-speed. air, new
tires. in good condition.
$2.500 (270)978-01913
1989 F150. runs/looks
good. 5 speed, AC.
Wainer. $2,100
782-9959

All Motor Appliances
and Most Mawr Brands

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

270-705-5696
75 --434-1 • 227-5644

S&M Construction
Roofing, fencing, siding, painting, decks.
Free estimates. 23
years expenence.
(270)839-0207,
(270)887-9729

Lake City Fence
& Welding
rie Liitinwhaf
-wood -Vinyl
-S.'hein link -Iron
*Reside-0nel & commeniel

(270)205-2428
‘1•ToN

\'x

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

David's
Home
Improvement

\RE

Water Damage: Floors

a tilt it en min,: ;slit
, I

Braces .1 Floor Joists
Remodeling 8 %MON

David Gaifirnore, Owner

270-136-5507

CZIFree Column

WM Do Insurance Wore

228-0505 • 435-120'
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
remove
stump grinding, tire
wood Insured
489-2839

;sa 8 MasterCard &seeped

CAC RENOVATION'
& REINODELINS

731-247-5422

Arldshonx, Roofing,
Decks if Home Repair
(270)753-1499
(731) 247-5464

FREE house trailer
Must be moved.
492-8610

WE mow yards. Good
pnce. 435-4480,
304-6850

Horoscope

FREE: full blooded
Beagle Puppies
227-2851

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, June 14, 2007:
This year you'll have the opportunity for a new beginning in your
life. Ask yo-urself what you would like to change, then proceed with
focus and direction. The world can be your oyster if you approach
your life in a logical and determined manner. You enter new horizons and open up to new possibilities. Let your imagination spin out.
Travel and perhaps more education play important roles. If you are
single, your magnetism speaks. Others respond. You could meet
someone very special this year. If you are attached, make sure you
don't become too me-oriented. Remember, it takes two people to
relate. Another GEMINI understands you very well!
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** If you feel you have a message to communicate, do just that.
If you consider what needs to happen with someone you care about,
perhaps you'll see that you need to take a bigger step forward. New
beginnings are possible. Tonight: Voice your concern but let go of
worry.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Your possessive side emerges, leaving you questioning and
worrying. New beginnings become possible, especially financially. If
you want to discuss a changing business or partnership matter, don't
expect clarity just yet. Tonight: Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Allow others to come to you. Trust that they will nght now,
especially if you are mentally and emotionally open. Read between
the lines with a loved one at a distance. You might not understand
what is happening here. Tonight: As you like it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** You have much to think about. Understand what needs to happen through a process of empathizing and understanding the other
parties. Then look beyond the obvious. You are best off keeping your
own counsel and not leaning on anyone. Tonight: Take a break from
it all.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Zero in on what you want. How you deal with a situation
could be considerably different from what you originally intended.
Think in terms of networking and expanding your horizons. The bigger the picture, the clearer you are Tonight: Where your friends are
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Be willing to step into the limelight and share more of what
you want. Your ability to see others and visualize could make a big
difference A new professional beginning could stem from a discussion. Tonight: Put what you want on the table
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Can you find a midpoint or a place where both parties can

feel happy? Yes, it you can break past black-and-white thinking. Look
at your real objectives. You could be surprised by what you come up
with. Tonight: Let your mind wander, and your body will follow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You touch someone on a deep, caring level. You might not
know what to do with what is happening. If you simply put in a little
effort, you'll get back in multiples. Let a partnership self-renew.
Tonight: Make special time for a special person.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Respond to the special people in your life. You might feel a
touch restrained, but right now let go of your preconceived notions.
Open up to a greater sense of well-being. Understanding hits a new
level. Tonight: Say "yes" to an invitation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Easy does it. You might want to try a new approach or routine. You can do whatever you decide is OK. Understand what makes
you tick. New beginnings become possible. Resolutions about diet
and health stick. Tonight: Easy does it.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
**** Your ability to read between the lines helps. Finally someone
steps forward a
expresses his or her true nature. What you have
wished for now
'
mes a possibility. Lighten up and relax in the
company of others. Tonight: Fun and games.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Get down to basics, maintaining an eye on what is reasonable
and possible. You might see someone in a totally different light if you
relax and work with a situation. If you want to revive your domestic
life or make a positive change, it can only help. Tonight: Easy does
it.
BORN TODAY
Actress Yasmine Bleeth (1968), tennis champ Steffi Graf (1969). former White House press secretary Pierre Salinger (1925)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at http:/Avww.jacquelinebigar.com.

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept.
'Locally Owned &
Operated
•••••

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 E. Main

2001 Dodge Caravan
53.400 miles, $7 500
0430, 753-6178
293-5169

WE SERVICE

Metal or Shingles
. of Free Estimates

19 yrs

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring
& Landscaping

Debris Removal

Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service

• locally

waterways

753-3500

•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

A

2005 Layton LAO travel
traitor. 26', excellen
condition. Extended
warranty.
$12,000.
(270)227-9787

480

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
270-436-5496
270-293-6906

vail1
onth

1.100 sq.ft. home s
300 sq.ft. upstairs,
13650 U S. Hwy. 641N.
Puryear. TN. Must be
moved. $10,000 080.
(2701293-1437 Dan

ANEW,
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

530
Senecas 011ared

[CI
L/aft

130

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

ons
man

Fire truck toddler
bed, toddler boy
clothes, TV, teen
girls clothes, home
intenor items,
much more,

GUINEAS, babies $3,
adults $7, buy 6 o
either get 7th free, ter
tile hatching eggs,
great for tick, insect &
snake
control.
(731)642-6837

BOGGESS
SELF-STORACE

ts
70

LARGE
YARD SALE
121N TO
COUNTY UNE
TH, FRI, & SAT
7AM-?

Wednesday, June 13, 2007 • 38

lVIurray

--etas

LASER
Center
Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation
(270) 761-4999
1111,It', 121 N.• mom,
11E
inierraylaser.ceen
111111

Street - 753-1586

••

•
•ADOP.:1'A.
•-
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Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
Thousands of the latest fabrks. Literally, thousaro•
Stylish drapery hardwere.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery /rot,~I ater on ?rine
5. Interior design strokes sissigned to At your budget ,,,bygine Ohor
From desrgn to trbncetion to professional installabco, you won is done
rn house by as friendly staff
Cowie check out the Seed Interiors difference for yourself!

96.Sfa....favy•s,
4011 11. 12th $t. • 713-1211

Melissa is a dilute calico Torhie lake is a domestic short hair gray
mix, one year old, female
and white mix. young adult. male
SHEL711 HOURS: MONARI. 10 AM-4 PM
For

Moir

SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

information contact

1-

.
•

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter''
at (270)759-4141

am..weer••••••••
• •-• am,••• •'
•...Et•••.•••• •••'

-•••

•10
•
•••
••
•••
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LsoldegBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Executrix EISIC Bailey presented
a check fur $171.047 38 to Calloway County High School Principal Jerry Ainky from the estate
of former I'alkiway County Supt
Boron Bouts) Jeffrey and wife.
Modest Clark Jeffrey Also pictured is Tim Stone. chairman of
the Calloway County Board of Educaftoo with a picture of Mr. and
Mrs Jeffrey The photo was by
Staff Photographer and Writer Scott
Nanney
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
Amencan Resolution will have a
50kh anniversary luncheon tomorrow in the dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Three charter members are Mrs
Loire Doyle. Dr Halene Visher
and Mrs Virgil Grogan Brad
Walker. Eagle Scout, will present
a program about -The Flag
20 years ago
The Murray 4'ity Council
approved an agreement with the
state for Murray-Calloway County Econorruc Development Corporation and Southeastern Book Company to receive 5205,000 in blockgrant funding at a meeting of the
council
David R Mathis. son of Mr
and Mrs. Edward R Mathis, has
enlisted in the Air Force and will
take his basic training at Lackland Air Force Base, San Ann,110I. .rella4.

Prentice Dunn had a hole-in one on the 110-yard hole at Oaks

Country Club Ile was playing
with J P Parker and Jerry Parker
Births reported ink lude a boy
to Monica and Brett Warner. June
10

30 years ago
Attending the annual 4-fl Club
‘k'eck at the Unisersity of Kentucky. Lexington. from Calloway

County are Jo Beth Norwood,
Terry Joe Medd. Brad Bryan and
Janet Smith. They were accompanied by Jane Steely, Calloway
County Agent for 4-H.
Rev. Dale Mathis, son of Mr.
and Mrs. flak Mathis of Murray.
has been named as an assts:iate
nuruster of South Pleasant Grove
Extended Ministry He will have
full responsibility for Store;'s
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hughes.
June 3
40 years ago
James T Nesbitt, Limos C.
Banks, Jimmy D. Crick, David J.
Waldrop and Barry J. Bybee have
completed eight weeks of advanced
training as combat engineers at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Murray State University Depart-

ment of Drama with Robert E.
Johnson as director will present
two comedies during the summer
months at the Kenlake Amphitheatre at Kenlake State Resort Past.
Airman Second Class Donald
Danner, son of Mr and Mrs. H.T.
Danner of Murray. has graduated
from the training course for a
radio repairman for the United
States Air Force at Kessler Air
Force Base. Miss
50 years ago
The 4.'allowway County 4-41
Boys Team's demonstration on
"Livestock Conservation" was
given by Larry. Rhodes and Robert
Young at the annual 4-H Junior
Week at the I'nisersity of Kentucky. Lexington The Its:al team
%V AA named winner in the competition
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Flavil Robertson. a boy
to Mr ; and Mrs Kelsie Calhoun.
a girl to Mr and Mrs Euel Kirks
and a boy to Mr and Mrs. Eugene
Nance

In 18)16, King Ludwig II of
Bavaria- drowned in Lake Starnberg
In 1927, aviation hero (*harks
Lindbergh was honored with a
ticker-tape parade in Ness York
City
19;5, James Braddock
In
claimed the title of world heasy
weight boxing champion from Max
Beer in a 15-round tight in Long
Island City, N.Y.
In 1944. Germany began
launching flying-bomb attacks

'Min-stied ii1 their ,.onstitutninal
right to consult with an attorney
and to fe11141n silent prior to yues
(toning by prilke
On this date

DEAR ABBY: I am in my
mid-20s, male, an only child.
and I came late in life.
Both of my parents are disabled -- one with a host of
ailments, and the other with a
very bad back. Both are on
disability and don't do well
their
on
own.
I made a
decision
in
early
young adulthood to drop
out of high
school and
take care of
Dear Abby Imygotparents.
a partand
job
time
By Abigail
stayed home
Van Buren
the rest of
"aroundwith
help
to
time
the
,
the-house chores.' I have stayed
with 'my parents now for quite
a while, and they are mostly
dependent on me.
At the risk of sounding selfish, I know they won't be
around much longer, and I
don't want to he stuck holding the bag when they pass
on, with no high school diploma, no higher education and
only part-time employment
e xperience.
Don't get me wrong. I love
my parents with all my heart,
and I don't want to leave them
high and dry. What can I do?
-- GOING NOWHERE IN
IDAHO
GOING
DEAR
NOWHERE: As loving a son
as you arc, you should never

against Britain during World War

II
In 1957. the Mayflower 2, a
replica of the ship that brought
the Pilgrims to America in 1620,
arrised at Plymouth. Macs., after

marl), two-month journey from
England
In 1967, President Johnson
nominated Solicitor-General Thurgood Marshall to become the first
black Justice on the U.S. Supreme
Court
a
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Lymph nodes 101

Son puts his life on hold
to take care of his parents

Todaylnilistory
By I be Associated Press
today is Wednesday. June I I.
the 164th day of 2007 There are
201 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On June It. 19M, the Supreme
Court issued its landmark !Miranda s Arizona decoy in. ruling that
he
criminal suspects had it

Murray Ledger & Times

I am delighted to learn that
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had
biopsy was normal. Now
your
for
ear
my
a lump behind
can relax.
you
bothnever
it
but
years,
many
have dropped out of high
DEAR DR. GOT'!': I am
ered me. One doctor said she
school, and your parents were
r-old female who is
28-yea
a
could remove it at the office.
wrong to let you. The time
all the time. I mean, if
sick
piece
small
a
cut
she
first
But
has come to repair some of
to have it examined. The results it's not one thing it's another.
the damage that was done.
were inconclusive, so I went Everything from stiff necks
You do not have to leave
s
to an ENT doctor. He removed and leg cramps to stomachache
your parents high and dry in
recently,
Just
headaches.
and
I
all of it.
order to get your GED. You
was -really I had a seizure. I lost concan do that while working partworried sciousness and was very scared
time and living at home. Please
when I went by it.
school
contact your former high
I have no insurance, so the
to see
back
and find out what programs it
sent me home. I finally
ER
He
him.
offers at night for adults. Once
money to go see my
the
got
-Good
said,
you have your GED, you should
and now am on an
doctor
no
news,
explore a community college
I epileptic medication. If nothcancer."
or trade school so you can get
ing has been figured out yet,
him
asked
the higher education you have
why am I taking this?
was.
it
what
missed,
Dr.Gott He
DEAR READER: Newsaid
You are a loving and genseizures should be evalonset
something
erous son to have shouldered
By
uated and monitored by a neua
about
early
so
so much responsibility
Dr. Peter Gott
lymph node rologist. Unless it is controlled
in life. However, it is extremethat I really didn't understand, by medication, this condition
ly important that you begin
since I was overjoyed to know can be exceedingly dangerous.
taking care of yourself now
it wasn't malignant. Could you If you had a seizure while
in addition to your parents.
please write something about dnving, for example, the results
could be catastrophic.
lumps?
these
DEAR ABBY: How do I
The neurologist will test
DEAR READER: Lymph
deal with a husband who seems
to determine the cause of
you
funcmajor
two
serve
glands
to hate everyone and everyseizures and whether they
your
tions.
thing in life? He hates his job.
could be related to hydroto
filters
as
act
they
First,
has
he
that
fact
the
He hates
prevent infections or malig- cephalus (increased pressure in
to be responsible for his eldnancies from entering the parts of the brain), a brain tumor
erly father, even though his
body's circulatory system. This or some other neurological disfather still lives on his own
the reason why, for exam- order.
is
but can no longer drive. (I
You may have to work out
a hand infection is usuple,
hates
He
one.)
that
on
help out
plan with the medpayment
a
swollen
with
associated
ally
being responsible for me and
who will help
professionals
ical
armpit.
the
in
lymph glands
our two children.
don't stop
meanwhile,
but
you,
run
has
infection
the
Once
If
His latest rant is racism.
medicaantiseizure
the
taking
treatbeen
has
or
course
its
you are not a member of his
nor- tion.
to
shrink
glands
the
ed,
And
you.
hates
he
then
race,
To give you related informal size.
he hates women.
The second function is to mation. I am sending you a
Abby. I am tired! I am not
help strengthen the immune sys- copy of my Health Report
a hateful person. I do not judge
in fighting infection. This "Epilepsy: The Falling Sicktem
others by their color. The way
mononucleosis causes ness."
why
is
bad
and
good
is
there
it,
I see
Other readers who would
lymph-gland enlargegeneral
in every race. Could he be going
like a copy should send a long,
ment.
through a mid-life cnsis? He
Swollen and/or tender lymph self-addressed, stamped enveis 47 years old. What can I
can reflect a disease lope and $2 to Newsletter. PO
nodes
do to either defuse him or somesuch as lymphoma and Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
process,
is
He
peace?
the
keep
how
Be sure to mention the title.
cancers.
other
not listening to a word I say.
-- FED UP IN GLEN ALLEN,
VA.
DEAR FED UP: Your husband may be feeling overwhelmed by the responsibilities he has assumed, or angry
of trumps, hoping the missing hearts
North dealer.
that he has not accomplished
would divide 3-3. But when West
Neither side s ulnerable.
more at this stage in his life.
turned up with four trumps, declarer
NORTH
was fighting a losing battle. Ile next
The question you must ask
•1 102
attempted a club finesse, which lost
K 109
yourself is, Is the change in
to West's king. and South finished
•AK4)103
his personality something new,
down two, losing three spades, a
•8 5
or has it always been this
trump and a club.
EAST
WEST
If South had paid heed to Milway? If it is something new,
409 6 5 4
•A K Q 7
uxi's words, he would base made the
•82
•7 6 4 3
then it is possible that he could
contract. All he had to do was to dis•7 4 2
•8 5
benefit from a visit to his doccard a low club on the third round of
4310 7 6
•K 9 2
tor and a complete physical
spades. 'this simple precautionary
SOUTH
measure would have allowed him to
and neurological examination to
•8 3
get home safely if the missing
SAQ.15
rule out a physical or mental
trumps were divided either 3-3 or 4• 96
problem.
2 184 percent), and he would have
(../.1 4
411.A
We all lead stressful lives
wound up scoring the 10 high-card
The bidding
to some degree, but there are
tricks he had started with.
West
South
East
North
It could be argued in defense of
I
I
Pass
1•
better ways of coping with
South's play at trick three that he was
4V
Pass
2V
frustration than blaming peoonly doing what came naturally
Opening lead - king of spades.
ple of other races or members
when he won the trick instead of
of the opposite sex. Somedeliberately losing it, but the hard
Joke Milton's observation that
fact is that spontaneity in bridge
times counseling can be help-they also sense who only stand and
compensating
produces
rarely
wait" could well he applied to some
ful -- hut only if the person
rewards. The aim of the game is to
occasions in bridge where Inaction
is willing to admit he needs
win, and if losing a nick instead of
than action.

ACROSS

VV Ca Ft S.E.04)
5 Actor
— Montano
9 Literary
miscellany
12 Loafing
13 Unctuous
14 Crayola choice
15 Grimace
(6 Turns aside
18 Mixed
20 Richmond s si
21 Cyberspace

can be more rewarding
Take this ease where South
reached four hearts on the sequence
of
shown and West lcd the
spades, declarer tufting the third
round South then drew three rounds

letters

40 Librarian s
warning
41 Grimier
45 Disappear

gradually
(2 ads
49 Foreshadow
50 Soap
ingredient
o,
51 Field moo,
52 French slat'53 Unit of
Japanese
currency

54 Ely owner
55 Slangy lady

22 Danit

26 Jarn nosily
29 Rand of fiction

ri

( I'M HAL1-4-KANAT!NG

30 Popular movie
31 Oscar s cousin
32 What — you
dower
33 Shoe inserts
34 Hold up
35 Speck
36 Ms Verckigo
37 Resulted
39 Jungle crusher
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fib
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(- THAT
AIN'T
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711d.

A
in

winning it improves one's chances of
making the contract, that is the hest
policy to follow. As another sage
once observed, "Ilaste makcth
waste."

tomorrow: Silence is golden.
c2uoismiea..swia.wv.

DOWN
1 Nesting place

2 Statue
of a goddess
3 Furnace duct
4 Youthful
S lAseterhorn
echo
6 Went
kx the gold
7 Dwarf
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BA FINALS

purs now just one win from fourth title

CLEVELAND (AP) — The San
ntonio Spurs plod along, poised and
seful in everything they do.
They prefer fundamentals over
ash, substance over style. The
roach has made them champions
ore.
And most likely will again.
The Spurs, currently the closest
ng to a dynasty in professional

LEBRON MISSES LATE 3 AS CAVS FALL IN GAME 3
sports, moved within one win of their
fourth NBA title in nine years on
Tuesday night, wrecking a party
Cleveland waited 37 years to throw
with a 75-72 win over the Cavaliers in
Game 3.
No team has ever come back from

an 0-3 deficit to win the finals, and the
overmatched Cavaliers, making their
first appearance, are giving no indication they'll even threaten to make this
series competitive.
"This," said LeBron James, "is all
about them."

Tony Parker scored 17 points, Tim
Duncan 14 and Bruce Bowen, the
Spurs' defensive sheriff, added 13 for
San Antonio, seeking its fourth title
since 1999 and third in the past five
seasons.
The Spurs won despite being outre-

NASCAR

Fade To Blue
Li
rZ4'

bounded, making more turnovers and
getting only three points from Menu
Ginobili, who missed all seven fieldgoal attempts and didn't score until
there was 10.4 seconds left.
That's when he dropped the first of
three straight free throws to help hold
off the Cavaliers and crush the hopes of
their rowdy, towel-waving crowd,
ik See SPURS, 2C
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Junior
ready to
announce
plans
EARNHARDT
EXPECTED TO
JOIN HENDRICK

CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) —
Eamhardt and Gordon. Names
best recognized as rivals, certainly not friends.
Best buddies they may never
be, but NASCAR's two biggest
stars would certainly learn to get
along if joined under one roof at
Hendrick Motorsports.
It's an Earnhardt fan's worst
nightmare. Yet all signs indicated it will happen when Junior
announces his 2008 plans during
a Wednesday morning news
conference.
Multiple sources told The
Associated Press that Earnhardt
will join Rick Hendrick's elite
organization,
ending the
most frenfree
zied
in
agency
NASCAR
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
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Detroit 4. Milwaukee 0
Pittsburgh 7 Texas 5
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Philadelphia 7. Chicago White Sox 3
Tampa Bay 11 San Diego 4
Cincinnati 5, L A Angels 3
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Tuesdays game in Kansas City.
Minnesota 7, Atlanta 3
Seattle 5, Chicago Cubs 3, 13 innings
Kansas City 8. St Louis 1
NFL," Jones said in a statement
Houston 5. Oakland 4, 11 innings
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LA Dodgers 4, NY Mets 1
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San Francisco 3. Toronto 2
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MOREHEAD. k tAPi
Morehead State to the Ohio Valley Conference Ciminnati Reds in 1994 and spent five years in shooting at a strip club during
tournament championship in 1993, is returning to their minor league system before moving into the NBA All-Star weekend that
coaching. Most recently he served as bench coach left one person paralyzed.
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Children's sunlight exposure should be limited

By LAURAN
NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Shade your kids. Strong new
evidence suggests overall sun
exixisure m childhood, not just
bums, is a big key to who
later develops deadly skin cancer.
The news comes as the government is finishing long-awaited rules to improve sunscreens.
The Food and Drug Administration wants sunscreens to
be rated not just for how well
they block the ultraviolet-B
rays that cause sunburn —
today's SPF rankings — but
for how well they protect against
deeper-penetrating ultravioletA rays that are linked to cancer and wrinkles.
The proposed rules are
undergoing a final review and
should be issued in weeks,
FDA policy director Jeff Shuren
told The Associated Press. Still,
sunscreen bottles won't look different any time soon: The proposal will be followed by a
public comment period before
going into effect.
New research into how the
sun and genetics interact points
to a possibly more important
step consumers can take now
to shield their children, and
themselves: Check the weather forecast for the day's "UV
index" in your town, to learn
when to stay indoors or in the
shade.
Why? Where you live, not
the every-so-often beach vacation, determines most of your
UV exposure — that lunchtime
sttoll, children's school recess
or ball practice. UVA can even
penetrate window glass. UV levels vary from state to state,
even day to day, because of
things like altitude, cloud cover
and ozone.
—Sunscreen is imperfect,"
warns Dr. Nancy Thomas, a
dermatologist at the University ,of North Carolina who led
the UV research. "Schedule
aciivities when UV irradiation
is:not quite so high."
:Melanoma is the most lethal
skin cancer. It will strike almost
60,000 Americans this year,
and kill some 8,100. Cases
have been on the rise Wit-three
decades, and while
)
*sually
suites in the 40s
, doctors are seeing ever-younger
cases. occasionally even in chil-

sun
Passes
As threugh #41. CIL

the atnruispf
all UVC rays
and most of the
UVB rays are
absorbed by

.4.
41.

Sunscreen-bug repellent combos need more oversight?

Not all hannful
UV rays blocked
While Earth's atmosphere
blocks the most dangerous ot
the three wavelengths of
ultraviolet radiation, or UV,
a health threat stiN exists.

the ozone

Long-term
exposure effects

UVA
bengal*
Needed by

Sunburn, premature aging,
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development of skin cancer
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(melanoma), cataracts and
to create..iimi
l
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vitamin-0
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dren.
Scientists are studying the
interaction of genes and UV
exposure in melanoma patients
in the U.S. and Australia —
and initial results suggest staying in the shade in early life
is even more important than previously realized.
Thomas analyzed tumor
genes from 214 melanoma
patients now living in North
(arolina. Colleagues at the
National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colo.,
used satellite data to track average UV radiation — encompassing both UVA and UVB
rays — in the different towns
and states where those patients
had lived at birth, age 10, age
20 and so on.
The result: Patients with the
most common known melanoma
mutations, called BRAF mutations, also had the highest UV
exposure by age 20. Interestingly, they also had the most
moles,
another
important
melanoma risk factor.
What does that mean? It's
not clear yet, but young, rapidly growing skin may be particularly vulnerable to damaging UV rays, especially as moles
are developing. Thomas says.
Or maybe early childhood sun
exposure spurs moles to develop in the first place.
While sun exposure for
young adults played some role,
too, the association with BRA,F
disappeared at age 30.
- ••
But that isn't a license for
adults to sunbathe: Another
melanoma subtype, character-

AP

On the Net
Find UV index by Zip code
at: http://www.epa.gov/
sunwise/uvindex.html
'zed by mutations in a gene
called NRAS,is strongly linked
o UV exposure by age 50,
the study found.
Here's the problem: Until
recently, sunscreens have filtered out mostly UVB rays that
cause sunburns, not UVA rays,
meaning people who depended only on sunscreen to prevent skin cancer may have gotten a false sense of security.
Today, many sunscreens
promise "broad-spectrum" protection against I.NA rays, too.
But the government doesn't yet
have testing requirements in
place to prove that UVA protection.
The term broad-spectrum
"means nothing. Anybody can
make that claim," says a frustrated Dr. Darrell Rigel of New
York University, a past president of the American Academy of Dermatology, which has
long pushed to change that.
The soon-to-come MA proposal will keep the SPF, or
"sun protection factor," ratings
on sunscreen bottles that refer
only to UVB protection — but
add a UVA rating, too, says
Shuren.
Until then, dermatologist
Rigel has some advice:
—Use enough sunscreen. An
adult needs the equivalent of
a full shot glass, and a young

THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
Soft Spikes Required

Sunscreen and insect repellent in the same bottle? The products may save time, but the government is questioning if there should be more oversight.
The issue: A handful of small studies, using animal and human skin cells, suggest mixing sunscreen with the insect repellent DEET might increase DEET absorption — and make sunscreen
not protect as well.
Also, sunscreen is supposed to be applied repeatedly in great dollops, as sweating or swimming
wears it off. And it's for young children, starting at 6 months of age. But insect repellents have
limits on how often they're used, and how young. How can product labels reconcile those instructions?
About 20 versions of sunscreen-bug repellent combinations are sold, says the Food and Drug
Administration. The FDA regulates sunscreen, and the Environmental Protection Agency
regulates insect repellent — but the combo products are in limbo, not really belonging to either
agency.
So the FDA put out a notice seeking comment on whether concerns were strong enough that the
products should have additional oversight.
No, says the Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association, which contends the studies that
raised the questions are flawed.
We need to do more studies," counters Dr. Darrell Rigel of the American Academy of
Dermatology.
Complicating the issue, Canadian researchers recently tested human skin cells and found questions beyond all-in-one products: Spraying on DEET and then rubbing on sunscreen actually
increased DEET absorption the most.
Just because more DEET is absorbed doesn't mean it's enough to harm, cautions Dr. Charles
Ganley, FDA's nonprescription drugs chief. His bigger question is whether the products bear
proper instructions.
— AP
child a good tablespoon-full.
Most people put on too thin
a coat to get good UVB coverage, much less whatever UVA
protection a brand might offer.
—While official recommendations say wear at least an SPF15 sunscreen daily, a superhigh SPF will counter some
of the thin-coat problem.
—Products with the ingredient Helioplex — a more sunstable mix of the sunscreen
ingredients avobenzone and
oxybenzone — seem to provide longer-lasting UVA protection, although they can be
more expensive. Another certified anti-UVA ingredient.
Mexoryl, currently is sold only
in sunscreen-containing moisturizer in the U.S.: it has long
been sold in Europe.
—Apply sunscreen a halfhour before going outside. It
takes that long to start working.
—And limit exposure during the peak UV hours of 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Skipper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

Physician's Hearing Center
j /I) Medical Arts Building Suite 304 E
300 South 8th Street • Murray, KY 42071

(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
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New poll reveals only seven
percent of Americans are
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861 Calloway County students
benefit from KHEAA programs
Calloway County students
received $1,513,449 in student
financial aid administered by the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority (KHEAA)
during the 2005-2006 academic
year. Of that amount, Calloway
County students received:
Kentucky
538
Excellence
Educational
Scholarships (KEES) totaling
$799,915.
— 432 College Access
Program (CAP) Grants totaling
$640,913.
— 20 Kentucky Tuition
Grants(KTG)totaling $50,730.
— 10 Early Childhood
Scholarships
Development
tootling $7,963.
— 4 Teacher Scholarships
totaling $13.928.

In addition to state studentaid programs. KHEAA and its
sister agency, The Student Loan
People, administer the Federal
Loan
Education
Family
Program (FFELP) to help
Kentucky students pay higher
education expenses. Over
54,000 borrowers saved more
than $40 million in 2006 with
zero-fee loans, principal and
interest rate reductions and generous interest and loan forgiveness for teachers, nurses and
public service attorneys through
the Best in Class. Best in Care
and Best in Law programs.
As state-created, nonprofit
entities, KHEAA and The
Student Loan People annually
provide millions for state student-aid awards, administration
of FFELP and financial aid pro-

grams and services, outreach
programs and borrower benefiCa
to address Kentucky's critica)
shortage professions, all at no
cost to the commonwealth or
Kentucky taxpayers.
To learn how to plan and prepare for higher education, visit
Far
www.GoHigherKY.org.
about
information
more
Kentucky scholarships and
grants, visit www.kheaa.com:
write KHEAA, P.O. Box 798,
Frankfort, KY 40602-0798; or
call (800) 928-8926, extension
7381. For more information
about student loans, visit
www.studentloanpeople.com:
write The Student Loan People.
P.O. Box 24328, Louisville, KY
40224-0328; or call (888) 67&4625.
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2005 Cadillac Devine

2006 Chrysler 300 Limited

23,000 Miles,
Leather.
Stk. #P6412

42,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Moonroof.
Stk. #P6403

14,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, Leather.
Stk. #P6398

$20,878*
2005 Chevrolet
Malibu Maxx LE

k
21,000 Miles
Stk #P6421

$10,996'
2006 Hyundai Sonata GLS
14,000 Miles, V6, 17"
Wheels, Moonroof.
Stk. #P6426

2006 Dodge Charger
28,000 Miles, 3.5L, HO.
Stk. #P6424

USED MINK
28.000 Miles. Alloy

Wheels. OnStar. V6.
GM Certified Vehicle
5-Year or 100.000 Mile
Warranty from Original
In-service Date
Stk O1C7655A

2003 Volkswagen Passat
51,000 Miles.
Loaded
Stk. #P6430
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$13,986*
2006 Dodge Durango
12,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL.
Stk. #P6437

77,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL.
Stk #GC7691A

20,000 Miles, Quad
Cab, Hemi, 20"
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. *P6485

96,986'

$6,985'

2007 Cadillac STS

2007 Hummer H3

2006 Ford F-150 XL

11,000 Miles, Northstar,
Leather, Nay... Original
MSRP $63,775.
Stk. #P6506

15,000 Miles.
Loaded.
Stk. #P6509
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